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Proclus and Artemis:
On the Relevance of Neoplatonism
to the Modern Study of Andent Religion*
Imagine the situation in which contemporary philosophers would find
themselves if Wittgenstein introduced, in his Philosophical Investigations,
the religious figure of Jesus as Logos and Son of God in order to illuminate
the puzzlement of the private-language paradox, or if in the second division
of Being and Time Heidegger mentioned the archangel Michael to support
the argument of 'being toward death'. Similar is the perplexity that a modern
reader is bound to encounter when, after a highly sophisticated analysis of
demanding metaphysical questions about the relationship of the one and the
many, finitude and infinity, mind and body, Proclus, l in ail seriousness and
without the slightest touch of irony, assigns to some traditional gods of
Greek polytheism a definitive place in the structure of being.
The final flowering of pagan antiquity is to be found in the various
philosophical schools that have come to be recognized under the rubric of
Neoplatonism. The beliefs of paganism received intellectualist prominence by
* Taking the opportunity of this publication l would like to express my gratitude to
Prof. P. Cartledge for his moral encouragement, practical assistance and intellectual
support over several years. His insightful views, always playfully suggested, have been
invaluable. My warmest thanks should also go to Profs. P. Easterling and R. Martin who
have read early drafts of this paper and made precious comments. Last but not least, l
wish to thank the Department of Classics and the Program in Hellenic Studies of
Princeton University for welcoming me as a lecturer on this subject on 1 May 1996. The
feedback of such an erudite audience cannot be overestimated. It goes without saying
that the views expressed in the following pages are not necessarily shared by those who
have been willing to discuss them.
1 The works of Proclus are cited from the following editions:
In Crat.: Pracli Diadocbi in Platonis Cratylum Commentaria, ed. G. Pasquali, Leipzig,
1908.





Procli in Platonis Timaeum Commentaria, ed. E. Diehl, 3 vols, Leipzig, 1903-
1906.
Praclos: The Elements of Theology, ed. E.R. Dodds, 2nd ed., Oxford, 1963.
Praclus: Théologie Platonicienne, eds. H.D. Saffrey and L.G. Westerink, 6 vols.
Paris, 1968-1997.
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means of a doctrinal elaboration of the previously unreflectively accepted
views regarding the gods, A tendency to rigorously defend the constituent
religious experiences of Hellenism was coupled with a willingness, felt as an
ardent intellectual need, to present the mythological traditions of old as a
coherent theological system. To the accusations dating before to the classical
era that the gods of Homer behaved inconsistently and anthropomorphically,
displayed distinctive features of immorality and were, as a result, hardly
worthy of the title of godhead, the Neoplatonic philosophers replied with
allegorical readings, Le, interpretations, of traditional gods, conceiving of the
divine mythological adventures (especially those related to violent, in-
cestuous and other sexual and 'immoral' acts) as the outward coyer of the
functioning of profound cosmic principles. 2 The pagan gods could no longer
foster an immediate response in the hearts of the most sensitive people of the
time, but they could nonetheless deeply move their minds if (and only if) an
efficient, however complicated and perhaps inteUectualist, theory could be
erected to account for even the most minute details of the traditional gods'
words and deeds.
Poets employ vivid images to describe realities, whereas philosophers
have a predilection for concepts, Late antiquity transferred the burden of
theology (in the most general sense of the term) from the tongues of poets to
the pens of philosophers.3 One of them was Proclus. He lived for the most
2 Explicit 'translation' of myth into logic goes, it is weil known, as far back as
Theagenes of Rhegium (6th c. B.e,)
3 The ancients were conscious of the difference between the two types of theology
mentioned here, and they added a third, the political; cf G, LIEBERG, The Theofogia
Tripel1ita as an Intellectual Model in Antiquity, in E.e. POLOMÉ (ed.), Essays in Memory of
Karl Kerényi, Washington, 1984, p. 91-115, Proclus accepted a different, and more
sophisticated, classification which only roughly corresponds to that which distinguishes
poetic myth from philosophical speculation, The details of Proclus' arrangement of
modes of theology are to be found in P,T., 1,4. The locus classicus is in p. 20, 1-5: ol flÈv
yàp 8l' Ev8élçfWS TTfpt TWV eélwv ÀÉYOVTfS 1\ ｏｕｦｬｾｏ￀ｬｋｗｓ Kat flUSlKWS 1\ 8l' flK6vwv
ÀÉYOUOlV, ol 8È Q.TTapaKaÀUTTTWS Tàs ÈaUTWV Ｘｌ｡ｖｏｾｏｦｬｓ àTTayyÉÀÀOVTfS ol flÈV KaT'
ｅ ｔ ｔ ｬ ｏ ｔ ｾ ｦ ｬ ｬ ｬ ｖ ol 8È KaTà TTjV EK SfWV ETTlTTVOLaV TTOlOÛVTaL TOÙS Myous. The fundamen-
tal bipartition is between indirect allusion (8l' Ev8dçfWS) and overt manifestation
(à TTapaKaÀuTTTws). Allusive knowledge of things divine can be achieved by symbols,
myths or images; overt understanding is attained either by scientific, Le. philosophical,
meditation or by direct inspiration, Le. immediate revelation on the part of gods.
Proclus's classification cannot readily fit into the modern polarity between mythical and
rational thought [cf S. RANGOS, Proclus on Poetic Mimesis, Symbolism and Truth, in
OSAP, 17 [1999], p. 249-277]. His ÈK SfWV ETTlTTVOLa, divine inspiration, for instance, is a
theological mode which we would classify, if at ail, under the rubric of mythology and
poetic symbolism. Proclus, by contrast, thinks that the Chaldaean Oracles of the
theurgists are such non-mythological, non-symbolic and non-representational unqualified
unveilments (p. 20, 13-19); 6 8È EVSWOTlKàs flÈV aù-rrjV Kae' Èau-rrjV EK</>alvwv nlV TTfpt
SfWV ￠￀ｾｓｦｬ｡ｶ TTapà TotS àKPOT(holS TWV TfXEaTWV flaÀloTa ｋ ｡ ｔ ｡ ＼ Ｏ ＾ ｡ ｶ ｾ ｳ Ｇ où yàp
àÇLOÛOlV OVTOl 8là Ｘ ｾ TlVWV TTapaTTfTaoflaTWv Tàs Sélas TaçflS 1\ Tàs l8l6TllTaS
àTT08l86vaL, àÀÀà Tas Tf 8vvaflflS Kat TOÙS àpleflOÙS TOÙS EV aùTotS ÙTT' aùTwv
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part in Athens (AD 412-485) where he became the head of the Platonie
Academy, and he was one of the leading intellectuals of whom the dwindling
paganism of the fifth century could boast.
The Neoplatonists' admittedly highly sophistieated vocabulary and their
conceptual armour together with their 'varied action of thoughtful adapta-
tions', as a celebrated modern poet put it,4 came up with philosophical solu-
tions to the problem of divine behaviour as recorded in myth, whieh serves
not only as pointers for drawing sketches for a history of ideas in late anti-
quity, but may also retrospectively throw light on the divine natures in ques-
tion. For although Neoplatonie theology relates more to the intellectual
milieu of the era of its formation than to previous historieal periods, it none-
theless highlights the precise directions along whieh a traditional god couId
evolve when a reflective account of his nature was demanded as a matter of,
so to speak, historieal necessity.
The relevance of Neoplatonism to the modern study of ancient religion:
the phrase can easily be misconstrued as an innocuous and meaningless
truism as if one, after many sleepless nights of painstaking efforts, came up
with an emphatie assertion about the relevance of the lliad to an under-
standing of Achilles' wrath :- as described by Homer. The relevance of whieh
the title speaks is not to the Neoplatonie religion but to the traditional
religion of Archaie and Classieal Greece. l do not want to deny that the
philosophieal religion of the Neoplatonists was a novelty of late antique
thought based on the well-studied religious syncretism and eclecticisriJ. of
that era, nor that it can be accounted for by the conditions, circumstances
and causes (intellectual, historieal, sociological) that led to the generation of
Neoplatonism at large. What l want to deny is that Neoplatonism is relevant
only to the historian of late antiquity or to the historian of philosophy. It is
my belief that Neoplatonism is also relevant to the intellectual historian of
pre-Roman and pre-Hellenistic Greece, If carefully and attentively studied,
Neoplatonisin may provide insights into the nature and functions of ancient
gods. To my knowledge this has never been attempted. The shared assump-
tion has been that, in this respect, Neoplatonism is irrelevant. As emblematie
of the mainstream attitude that modern scholarship has assumed vis-à-vis
the treatment of traditional gods by proclus one should listen to Dodds'
comments in his edition of the Elements of Theology whieh, be it noted, has
decisively propelled recent academie interest in the topie (p. 260):
KLVOlJ[lEVOL TWV 8EWV ÈçayyÉÀÀouaLv. The 'very best ritualists', the people who perform
the most efficient mysteries, are the theurgists (cf ln Tim" III, p. 6, 8-16),
4 TTOLKL\Tj 8pâaL TWV aTOxaaTLKWV lTpoaap[J.oywv (C.P. CAVAFY, L;'Tà 200 fr.X). 1
have adapted the standard translation ("flexible poliey of judicious integration" in C,P,
CAVAFY, Collected Poems, tr. E, Keeley and P, Sherrard, ed, G, SAVIDIS, rev. ed, Princeton,
1992, p. 176) to render the far-reaehing dynamism of the original.
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That Homer's Olympians, the most vividly conceived anthropomorphic
beings in aIl literature, should have ended their career on the dusty shelves of
this museum of metaphysical abstractions is one of time's strangest ironies.
Introductory Remarks
Understanding the theology of Greek culture is by no means an easy
enterprise. Among the obstacles are the modern preconceptions about the
nature of the divine as reflected, among other things, in language. In contrast
to the ]udaeo-Christian tradition, theos to the Greeks was a predicative
notion. 5 The Greeks did not first posit the existence of a divine being and
then predicated of that being wisdom, beauty, foreknowledge and the like.
They, rather, predicated, or could potentiaIly predicate, divinity of aIl entities
that, thraugh their recurring manifestations, appeared to be independent of
particular events or situations and thus superior to them. To say that eros is
god meant that love is a power of reality that is not restricted to this or that
particular occurrence but transcends them aIl. The Greek 'divine' Ctheos,
theion) is a title of ontological nobility bestowable upon whichever entity,
material substance, or force, appears to be foundational of reality. The
Greeks could predicate divinity of abstract notions in a way that cannot be
done in Christianity and the secularized Occident without recourse to meta-
phoric language and homonymous usage. Already in Homer and Hesiod, the
creators of Greek mythology, the tendency to hypostatize abstractions is weIl
established and seems to have a long tradition behind it. Moreover, entities
like Laughter,Victory and Night also received worship in cult-sites carefuIly
chosen for this purpose.
In opposition to the prevailing scholarly view which ascribes a subordi-
nate raIe to these deities, one can claim that the ease with which the an-
cient mind could divinize and thus glorify powers of the world must be
takenas one of the salient features of Greek religion. With the emergence
of philosophy the tendency was further enhanced. The pre-Socratics, in
search of the common substance of which aIl existing reality is made, decla-
red the result of their enquiries, be it water, air or an indeterminate substra-
tum, the truly divine and godlike. In more philosophicaIly sophisticated ways
Plato and Aristotle followed up. The gods are the ultimate causes of the
things that are as the things that they are; or, to say the same thing diffe-
rently, the gods are the universal causes of the particulars as the particulars
that they are. But what acts as a cause and brings something to be is superior
to the effect. The causes are therefore gods because they are more valuable
than their effects. The ascription of divinity to a power is in fact the reco-
gnition of its causal efficiency. The more operative and wide-ranging a
force appears to be and the greater the field of its causal power, the more
divine is the cause.
cf G.M.A. GRUBE, Plato's Thought, London, 1935, p. 150 quoting Wilamowitz.
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In a clear-cut definition, at the beginning of his Platonic Theology, regar-
ding the universal nature of gods and the meaning of theology Proclus says
(p.T., l, 3, p. 13, 6-8):
"AnavTES [lÈv ovv, 8nEp lepT]v, Tàs npWTlaTous àpxàs TWV OVTWV Kat
aÙmpKEaTClTas SEOÙS ànoKaÂoûaL Kat SEoÂoylav n'jv T01JTWV EmaTf][lT]v.
All people agree, as l said, 'in calling the very first and most self-sufficient
principles of things 'gods' and 'theology' the science that deals with them.6
Theology as the discourse on, and science of, the divine is for Proclus
henadology. AlI gods are self-complete units.7 AU of them are also creative. As
the 27th proposition of the Elements of Theology puts it:
rréiv Tà napâyov 8Là TEÀ.ELOTT]Ta Kat 8uvâ[lEWS nEpLoualav napaKTLKOV
Ean TWV 8EUTÉpWV.
Every producing cause is productive of secondary existences because of
its perfection and superabundance of power.
The 131st proposition of the same work explains further:8
rréis SEàs âep' ÉaUTOÛ Tils otKElaS EVEpYElas dpXETaL.
TTjV yàp t8LOTT]Ta TfjS Ets Tà 8ElJTEpa napoualas EV ÉauT<J;l npwTov
Em8ElKVuaL' 8Lon 8Tj Kat TOLS dÀ.À.OLS ÉauToû [lETa8l8waL, KaTà Tà imEp-
nÂflpES ÉauToû. OÜTE yàp Tà EÀ.À.ElTIOV otKELOV TOLs SEÔLS OÜTE Tà nÂfjpEs
[lovov. Tà [lÈv yàp EÀ.À.ElTIOV néiv âTEÂÈS imâpXEL, Kat dÀ.À.o TÉ}.,ELOV nOLELv,
aÙTà [lTj TÉÂELOV imâpxov, ￢ ｛ ｬ ｾ ｸ ｡ ｶ ｯ ｶ Ｎ Tà 8È nÂflpES aÜTapKES [lOVOV, oünw
8È Ets [lETâ8oaLv hOL[lOV. unEp1TÂfjpEs dpa ELVaL 8EL Tà 1TÂT]pwnKàv dÀ.À.wv
Kat Ets dÀ.À.a 8LaTELVOV Tàs ÉauToû xopT]ylas. Et ovv Tà SELOV éinavm àep'
ÉauToû nÂT]pÔL nllv àyaSwv TWV EV aÙT<J;l, ËKaaTov u1TÉpnÂT]pÉs EaTLV' Et 8È
TOÛTO, EV aÙT<J;l npùJTl(> n'jv t8LOTT]Ta l8puaâ[1Evov WV 8l8waL TOLs aÂÂoLS,
OÜTW 8Tj KàKElVOLS EnopÉYEL Tàs [lETa80aELS TfjS ｵＱｔｅｰｮￂｾｰｯｵｳ âyaSOTT]Tos.
Every god begins his characteristic activity with himself.
For the quality which marks his presence in secondary beings is displayed
first in himself, and it is indeed for this reason that he communicates himself
to others, in virtue of the superabundance of his own nature. Neither
deficiency nor a mere fullness is proper to the gods. Whatever is deficient is
imperfect; and being itself incomplete, it is impossible that it should bestow
completion on another. And that which is full is sufficient merely to itself,
and still unripe for communication. Bence that which fulfils others and
extends to others its free bestowals must itself be more than full. If, then, the
divine from its own substance fulfils all things with the good which it




Ali translations, except one (n. 8), are mine.
E. T, 114: ITâs 8E:às Evas È:aTL aÙToTE:Àl1S Kat 1Tâaa aÙTOTE:Àl1S Evàs 8E:6s.
E.T, p. 116, 15-27. The translation is Dodds'.
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in its own nature the character distinctive of its bestowals, and in virtue of
this extends to others also communications of its superabundant goodness.
Thus, although the attribute of creativity (the same form) permeates ail
gods and accounts for their being productive rather than sterile the content
of that form varies from case to case. Each god or goddess produces the
effect that is appropriate to his or her nature and becomes illuminated to
mortal eyes by virtue of that very effect. Because immediate access to a
divine nature is an impossibility9 in the natural order of things, men under-
stand the natures of gods and the divine prerogatives of power by means of
the divine activities as these activities operate in the physieal and psychieal
worlds. 1O The total territory of the operation of a divine activity is the field of
a god's manifestation. By highlighting the operation of a divine activity we
grasp the kind of divine nature that is involved.
Artemis will serve as a case-study. Similar results may emerge if one looks
from a close-reading perspective at the other gods that appear in Proclan
philosophy. The treatment of Artemis by Proclus - like the treatment of ail
major (and sorne minor) deities of the Greek pantheon - falls into two parts:
there is on the one hand the systematie arrangement of ail the references
(intentional or occasiona1) to the traditional gods that occur in the Platonie
corpus and whieh Proclus incorporates in his Platonic Theology; there are,
on the other hand, the passages in whieh he mentions and explains the
nature and functions of those gods while commenting on a specifie Platonie
dialogue.
For purposes of methodologieal clarity three distinct issues must be kept
separate and dealt with independently from one another: Ci) the gods of
Homer and of cult, (H) the function of these gods in the Platonie corpus, and
(Hi) the meaning whieh these gods receive in Neoplatonic thought. The gods
of the poets and of cult may subsequently present two distinct fields of
inquiry for the literary critie and the historian of religion respectively. Usually
these two fields interpenetrate and complement each other and in actual
scholarly practice their handling is seldom kept separate - with good reason.
With the second of those questions, viz. the problem of Platonie literary
9 proclus would not readily agree with the idea that it is impossible for mortals to
get access to a divine nature. For he believes that the task of theology sensu stricto is
precisely to discern the being of gods and the unknown and unified light of them from
the properties of the things that participate in divine activities (P.T., l, 4, p. 17, 10-15): Kat
1') 8foÀoy(a TOlâ8f TlS /!ÇlS, aùT1'w ｔｾｖ TWV 8fWV iJrrapçLV ÈKq,a(vovua, Kat Ta
èiYVWUTOV aùT(J)v Kat Évwlov q,WS àrra Ti)s TWV f.lfTE:X6VTWV l8l6TTjTOS 8WKp(vovua Kat
8fWf.lÉVT] Kat ùrraYYÉÀÀovua TolS àÇ(OlS TfjS f.laKap(as TaVTTjS Kat rrâVTWV Of.lOÛ TWV
àya8wv rrapfKTlKfjs ÈVfpydas.
10 Cf L.H. GRONDI]S, L'âme, le nous et les hénades dans la théologie de Proc/os, in
Mededelingen der Koninklijke Nederlandse Akademie van Wetenschappen, Amsterdam,
1960, p. 29-42.
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criticism, 1 shall not deal at all. The heated controversy about the function
(dramatie, ironie, philosophieal or othelWise) of traditional divinities in Plato
falls outside the scope of the present study.· As to the 'religion' of Proclus,
one can discern two originally unrelated currents of thought11 whieh were
fused into one vehement intellectual stream through the laborious efforts of
Iamblichus. 12 The first of these currents, philosophieal and reflective, is the
thought of Plato as mediated and meditated by Plotinus. The other, of vague
origin dating from the middle of the second century AD, consists of the
Chaldaean Oracles, a collection of poems in archaizing dialect and Romerie
hexametre composed, or put together, by a certain Chaldaean Julian or his
son Julian the Theurgist,13 These poems written in an unusually unintelligible
manner and strenuously criticized by Miehael Psellus (who has preserved
many of them and has also provided us with a general account of the theo-
logy contained therein) and by others are philosophieal in the ancient, as op-
posed to the modern, sense.
The (re)mainCing) part of the paper falls into three sections. 1 shall first
explore Proclus' view on Artemis and the role she is made to play in his
theologieal system. This is the section entitled "Proclus on Artemis". Then 1
shall give an overview of the goddess in Archaie and Classieal Greece em-
phasizing what 1 take to 'be her permanent features and the intrinsie contra-
riety of her manifestations. The Artemisian epiphanies, like all theophanies,
emanate from the very nature of the reality for whieh the deity stands. On
11 Proclus seems to have been conscious of the sources of his philosophy because he
is reported to have said that if he had the power he would hide from the face of the earth
ail ancient books except the Chaldaean Orac/es and the Platonic Timaeus (MARINUS, Vita
Proc/i, 38, 916-919 Masullo). The reasons he gave for such a severe censorship have to do
with the easily approachable content of most books and their phenomenally under-
standable nature which lead sorne people to think that they can grasp their meaning
without much effort, thus ruining their souls by means of facile misinterpretations.
12 Cf J. BIDEZ, Proc/us: TTEpl TfjS' lépanKfjS' TÉXVT]S', in AlPha, 4 (1936), p. 85-97
(= Mélanges Franz Cumont); A.]. FESTUGIÈRE, Proc/us et la religion traditionnelle, in
Mélanges d'archéologie et d'histoire ojfel1s à André Piganiol, III, Paris, 1966, p. 1581-1590;
ID., Contemplation philosophique et art théurgique chez Proc/us, in Studi di storia
religiosa della tarda antiquità, Messina, 1968, p. 7-18; ]. TROUILLARD, L'un et l'âme selon
Proc/os, Paris, 1972, p. 171-189; H. DORRIE, Die Religiositiit des Platonismus im 4. und 5.
Jahrhundert nach Christus, followed by discussion in O. REVERDIN (ed.), De Jamblique à
Proc/us, Vandœuvres-Geneva, Fondation Hardt, 1975 (Entretiens sur l'antiquité c/assique,
21), p. 257-286; A. SHEPPARD, Proc/us' Attitude to Theurgy, in CQ, 32 (1982), p. 212-224. Cf
E.R. DODDS, The Greeks and the lrrational, Berkeley, 1951 (Sather Lectures, 25), esp.
p. 283-311; P. BOYANCÉ, Théurgie et télestique néoplqtonicienne, in RHR, 147 (1955), p. 189-
209; E. DES PLACES, La religion de Jamblique, followed by discussion in O. REVERDIN (ed.),
op. cit., p. 69-101.
13 The most comprehensive modern study on the subject still remains that of
H. LEWY, Chaldaean Orac/es and Theurgy, new ed. Paris, 1978 [Cairo, 1956]. But now see
also C. VAN LIEFFERINGE, La Théurgie. Des Orac/es Chaldaïques à Proc/us, Liège, 1999
(Kernos, suppl. 9).
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that account, the antithesis that characterizes Artemis is a Heraclitean
tension of opposites that sustains her being. This section bears the title
"Artemis on Artemis". The conceptual link that brings the two accounts
together, and explains the polarity that essentialIy belongs to Artemis is what,
by anticipation, l would like to calI 'natural dynamism'. The third section
should be a section devoted to "Artemis on Proclus". However, in order to
bring my remarks into higher relief l shalI explore the most influential modern
theory on Artemis, instead. This section is entitled "The Paris School on
Artemis". Sorne conclusions will folIow.
1. Proclus on Artemis
Artemis is a goddess because she is a cause. The ontologieal priority of
the cause over the effect cannot be overemphasized. It permeates Greek
thought from Homer to Damascius and finds in Proclus a most explicit
formulation when he points out that: 14
IIâv Tà TTapaKTlKàv aÀÀou KpE1TT6v ÈUTl TfjS TOÛ TTapayollÉvoU epUUEWS.
Every productive cause is superior to the nature of the produced effect.
Combining that fundamental law of reality with the view (quoted above)
according to whieh the power of the cause is exhibited first in the cause itself
and then in its effects we can gain a glimpse of the nature of Artemis by
looking to the effects whieh she as a cause produces.
The longest passage in whieh Proclus deals with Artemis cornes from his
commentary on the Cratylus (p. 105, 18 - 107, 11). But this passage, without
being the least informative, is in fact the least clear about what Proclus thinks
of the goddess. He tries there to deal simultaneously with aIl the traits that
Plato attributes to the goddess in Socrates' etymologieal attempts,15 and as a
result his account becomes rather blurred. Orphie and theurgie notions
merge with moralistic considerations on virginity as purity and the presented
pieture cannot easily become clarified without recourse to the other treatises
in whieh Proclus inquires into the Artemisian functions more systematiealIy.
The one thing that remains unambiguous in'this passage, however, is that the
Artemisian virginity is renunciation of sexuality, not absence of sexual drive.
The chastity of Artemis presupposes fertility because it is the cause of
procreative power. In that sense Artemis is herself a virgin because she
produces things fertile. In the triple manifestations of the maidenly monad
whieh we are going to explore presently, Artemis and Athena, the two virgin
goddesses, are intimately linked with Persephone who is both a virgin (Kore)
14 B.T., 7; cf P.T., III, 2, p. 6, 24-7, 3.
15 PLATO, Crat. 406b.
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and the mother of '''nine blue-eyed flower-weaving daughters' as Orpheus
says".16
The fundamental assumption of Proclan metaphysics is that the universe
is full. There are no gaps, no breaks and no leaps in the world. Lovejoy's
acclaimed principle of plenitude, together with the principles of continuity
and gradation,17 find in Proc.lus a wholehearted supporter. lB Continuity,
however, does not preclude determinateness and distinctiveness. Continuity
is not a mathematical continuum endlessly divisible, On the contrary it is a
stepwise process that allows the emergence of distinct and discrete beings,
The balance between continuity, on the one hand, and determinateness, on
the other, can be guaranteed by means of the (multitudinous) trinity and its
relation to the (singular) monad, The whole divine hierarchy is, accordingly,
tripartite. On the top stands the ineffable One which is beyond aIl predica-
tion and the 'objèct' only of negative theolGgy. After the One come the
transcendent gods, and following them are the cosmic deities. 19 The trans-
cendent and cosmic orders of divinities fall into three categories each. In the
case of the former, the so-called 'intelligible' gods are distinguished from the
'intellectual' and are brought together by means of a third distinct class, that
of the 'intelligible-and-intellectual' gods. The same pattern appHes to the
cosmic deities which are classified into the so-called 'hypercosmic' and the
'encosmic' with the intermediary class that acts as the Hnk between the two,
the 'hypercosmic-and-encosmic'. Now, each of the mentioned subcategories
comprises three trinities (or triads)20 of individual gods. The symmetry breaks
down at the level of intellectual gods who have two (instead of three)
trinities, plus a monad which Proclus calls a 'hebdomad'. The hypercosmic
and the hypercosmic-and-encosmic gods have four (instead of three) trinities
each. The precise details about the possible irregularities at the lower level of
encosmic deities are missing because the Platonic Theology, on which the
above classification draws, either has come down to us mutilated or else was
never completed. (The defect is redressed with recourse to the commentaries
In Parmenidem and In Timaeum,) The whole arrangement is very systematic
indeed, but does not lack precious insights, nor philosophical acumen.
16 In Crat" p, 106, 8-9.
17 A. LOVEJOY, The Great Chain ofBeing, Cambridge (Mass,), 1936, p, 24-66,
lB Cf P, T., III, 2, p, 6, 21-24.
19 Cf. Table I. Clarification of Proclus's baroque theology has been decisively
promoted by H,D. SAFFREY and L.G. WESTERINK, Proc/us: Théologie platonicienne l, Paris,
1968, p. LX-LXXV and 1. BRISSON, Proc/us et l'Orphisme, in]. PÉPIN and B.D, SAFFREY (eds.),
Proc/us, lecteur et interprète des anciens, Paris, 1987, p. 43-104.
20 1 shaH use the two terms indiscriminatelYi yet 1 shaH reserve the term 'henad' for
cases when Proclus applies it as a technical term, while using the word 'monad' freely to
designate one deity.
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proclus' theology can be seen as preoccupied, for the most part, with the
relationship between the monad and the trinity, which is an attempt at
solving the philosophical problem of the relationship between being and
existence. 21 The trinity is conceived as the existential emanation from the
depth of the monad's being. Refuting the fallacious views of those who think
that there are three creators, not a single one, Proclus stresses the point of
the proper understanding of the relationship between the monad and the
triad as a matter of principle of the utmost importance (P.T., V, 14, p. 44, 24 -
45,11):
ElVUl flÈv yàp Kat TpLâ8a ＸＱＱｦｬｌｏｕｐｙｌｋｾｖ Kat rrÀfj60s UÀÀo 6EWV KaTà
ｔ ｾ ｖ rrOL ｬｬｮｋｾｶ alT(av xapaKTllPL(6flEVOV, Kat aÙTàs T(6EflaL Kat Tàv
ID.<ÎTwva ｡ｵｹｸｷｰｾ｡ｅｌｶ OLflUl' 8EL 8È av Kat rrpà Tfjs TpLâ80s Kat rravTàs
ｲ ｲ ￀ ｾ Ｖ ｯ ｵ ｳ Èv ÉKâanll 8LaK6afl41 ｾｖ flovâ8a rrpoürrâpXELv. rrâaUl yàp Tâ';ELS
6EWV àrrà flovâ8os UPXOVTaL, 8L6n Ｘ ｾ Kat TWV 8Àwv 8LaK6aflwv ｾ ｋ ｡ ｡ ｔ ｏ ｓ
rrpàs ｔ ｾ ｖ aÛflrraaav à</>0flOLOÛTUl rrp608ov TWV 6Ewv. warrEp OVV li n;)v
6EWV lm6aTaaLS à</> , Évàs àflE6ÉKTou ｔｾｖ alT(av l!XEL TfjS ￠ ｲ ｲ ｯ ｙ ｅ ｶ ｾ ｡ ｅ ｷ ｳ Ｌ
OÜTW 8iJ Kat TOÙS TEÀdous 8LaK6aflOus Èv aÙTOLs· àvâYKll flovâ8a
rrpoürrâpxouaav l!XELV Kat rrpwToupyàv ￠ ｰ ｘ ｾ ｶ Ｎ
That there is both a creative triad and another multitude of deities who
get characterized by their being producing causes 1 accept and 1 think that
Plato too would agreei however, priar to the triad and priar to every and any
multitude there must be the monad of each arder. For aIl classes of gods
originate in a monad, and it is for this reason indeed that each one of the
entire arders becomes assimilated to the total procession of the gods. As the
existence of gods has the cause of their birth in an unparticipated one, [Le.
any and every divine existence derives from one unparticipated cause] Hke-
wise it is necessary that the perfect orders have within themselves a pre-exis-
ting monad and [Le. as] primordial principle.
Moving from any single level of suprasensual existence to the immediately
higher one we find out that the gods who are distinct entities here are
condensed there in a single being; they are enclosed, as it were, in the divi-
nity of a different god who, together with the other two that form the trinity
of this higher level, will acquire unity farther up in the hierarchical scale. An
21 For the synthetic and integrating properties of the number 3 in magico-religious,
alchemistic speculative and ordinary, every-day thinking see A.M. SCHIMMEL, The Mystery
of Nu mbers, Oxford, 1990, p. 58-85. The triad or trinity is an expanded version of unity,
because the number 3 is the only one to have beginning, middle and end, ail three in
monadic clarity (in contrast to its multiples). Thus it is regarded as a totality in its own
right. Cf]. ATHERTON, The Neoplatonic 'One' and the Trinitarian 'APXH', in R. BAINE
HARRIS (ed.), The Significance of Neoplatonism, Norfolk (VA), 1976, p. 173-185. For the
trinity operating in ail spheres of (Platonic) love, see the inspiring meditations of J.-P.
VERNANT, One... Two ... Three: Eros, in D.M. HALPERIN,].]. WINKLER and F.J. ZEITLIN (eds.),
Before Sexuality, Princeton, 1990, p. 465-478.
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unerring pattern is distinguishable according to which a monad begets a
trinity, or else a trinity emanates from a monad.
In the tightly-knit web of interconnected divine principles proposed by
Proclus there is one monad-trinity diptych that is called 'life-generating'. The
monad is identified with Rhea who is the second member of the first trinity
of intellectual deities. Rhea is the life-generating monad par excellence. The
universally vivifying, as distinguished from the specifieally life-procuring,
aspect of godhead is first revealed with her. Rhea is the generic animating
principle. On the hypercosmie level this principle becomes triple without
losing its unity. In proclus' eyes, life cannot be fully understood by virtue of a
vivifying principle that applies indiscriminately and equally to every and any
thing alive. Since there is a life-generating cause on the intellectuallevel there
must be a more explicated such cause, namely a multitude of causes, on the
lower levels of reality. The unity of these causes (Le. the oneness of the
secondary principles of life) is again a monad. But this monad bestows no
longer indivisible (Le. universal) but divisible life. Proclus explains (P.T.) VI,
11, p. 49, 20-30)22;
"A1Taua yàp ｾ 1Tap "'EÀÀTlUl SEoÀoYla ｔｾｖ 8EuTÉpav eWOyovlav ｋｏｰｬｋｾｖ
È1TovollaeEl Ka\. UUVa1TTEl Ti;] OÀlJ 1TT]yfJ Ti;] ewoy6V41 Ka\. ｾｖ lJ1T6uTaulv à1T'
ÈKElVT]S ｾｘｅｬｖ c/>TlUl Ka\. IlET' ÈKdVT]S ÈVEPYElv. ou8allOÛ yàp Tà atnaTà
TfjS nllv atTlwv à1TÉu1TauTUl 1Tpovolas, àÀÀ' al IlÈv 1TÀ<iVUl Kat al
eTlTf)UElS Kat al KaTà 1TEpl68ous IlESÉçElS TWV 1TpovooullÉvwv dUlV. 'H Ｘ ｾ
Sda Tfjs IlEpLaTfjs ewfjs atTla UUvf)VWUEV ｡ ｵ ｾ ｶ Èç àl8l0U 1TpOS ｔｾｖ oÀTlV
ewoy6vov 1TT]yf)v, ｾｖ Ka\. IlllTÉpa KaÀOÛUl ol SEOÀ6YOl Tfjs ｾ ｙ ｅ ｉ ｬ ｏ ｖ ｬ ｋ ｦ ｪ ｓ SEOÛ
Ka\. 6 rrMTWV aUTOS 1TaVTaXOÛ uuva1TTWV Ti;] Llf)IlTlTpl ｾｖ K6PTlv.
The entire Greek theology caUs the second life-generating principle
'maidenly', links it with the whole life-generating source and maintains that it
derives its existence therefrom and acts in common therewith. Nowhere are
the effects separated from the providence of the causes, but the wanderings
and the searches and the periodic retrievals are among the things that happen
according to the caring providence of the causes. The divine cause of divi-
sible life has been united from aU eternity with the entire life-generating
source which the theologians caU also 'mother of the sovereign goddess' and
to which Plato aUudes since he always links Kore with Demeter.
Here proclus refers to the relation of the Mother with the Daughter-
Maiden as it was told in the Homerie hymn to Demeter and crystallized in the
22 Excerpts from the sixth book of Platonic The%gy were original!y quoted from
Portus' edition when the first draft of this paper was communicated as a lecture in the
Department of Classics, Princeton University on 1 May 1996. The philological corrections
which were then suggested in order ta render the text intelligible have al! (p. 49, 27 S-W
aÙT1')v: aùT1')v Portus; p. 52, 16 S-W l1ovàs: Tplàs Portus; p. 52, 21 S-W aùT1')v: aÙT1')v
Portus) been confirmed by the recent appearence of the sixth volume of P.T. in the Budé
series. The sixth book is now quoted from this new Paris edition.
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central myth of the Eleusinian mysteries. The entire life-generating source is
Demeter, identified with Rhea,23 and the divine cause of divisible life is the
Kore. The generic (monadic and unique) principle is hypostaticaIly triple.
Proclus is explicit about his contention that "aIl life-generating processions
depend upon one life-generating principle".24 Quite apart from the general
theoretieal considerations mentioned earlier, tripartition must take place here
for the specifie reason that the Kore is ta provide beings with individuaP5
existence and life. The first member of this trinity is Artemis, the second
Persephone and the third Athena. The whole trinity is caIled Maidenly
CKoplKf]), and it is in fact the trinity through which individual living beings are
animated and perfected. The sequence of the three divinities in the life-gene-
rating trinity is not without signifieance. Their arder is indieative of their
degree of participation in what we could calI 'substantiality'. Artemis is first
because it is she who, above aIl else, provides living beings with existence.
She is the divine principle of the most elementary in individual life.
Persephone bestows the precise form of life and Athena imparts intellect. In
a different nomenclature whieh may better clarify the corresponding con-
cepts, Artemis is equaled with She-of-the-Distance (EKa:rT]), Persephone with
Soul (lJtuXfj) and Athena with Virtue CAPfTf]) (P.T., VI, 11, p. 51, 19-28):
Tplwv yàp oùawv EV aÙTfj flova8wv Kat TÔS llÈV KaTà TnV ihrapçlV
TnaYllÉvns aKpOTarns, TfjS 8È KaTà nlV 8uvaflLV nlV olanKTW ｛Ｖｰｌ｡ｮｋｾｖ
Pattus] Tfls 'wfjs, Tfls 8È KaTà Tàv voûv Tàv 'WOYOVlKàv, Kat TWV 8foMywv
ｔｾｖ flÈV" APTEfllV ｋｏｰｬｋｾｖ Elo86TWV KaÀELV, ｔｾｖ 8È IIEpaE<j>6vTlv, ｔｾｖ 8È
'A8Tlvâv ｋｏｰｬｋｾｖＬ ÀÉyw 8È ｔｾｖ TfjS' EÀÀTlVlKfjS 8EOÀoy(as apXTlYwv' E7TEl
7Tapa YE TÔLS ｾ｡ｰｾ｡ｰｏｌｓ Tà aÙTà 8l' É:TÉpWV 6voflaTWV ＸｅＸｾ￀ｗｔ｡ｌＮ nlV flÈV
yàp 7TpWT(aTTlV EKELVOL flova8a KaÀoûalV' EKaTTlV, nlV 8È flÉŒT]V ｉｪｊｶｘｾｶＬ nlV
8È Tp(TTlV' ａｰｅｾｖＮ
The first of the three monads that this [Le, the maidenly monad] contains
is assigned ta [the bestowing of] existence, the second to the power that
brings [or determines] life and the third to the vivifying intellect; and the
theologians call the first 'Maidenly Attemis', the second 'Persephone' and the
third 'Maidenly Athena' - 1 am referring to the leaders of Greek theology; for
amidst the barbarians the same deities are denoted by different names: they
call the first monad 'Hecate', the second 'Soul' and the third 'Virtue',
It sounds strange that Proclus gives the Greek names for 'soul' and
'virtue' after he has explicitly said that these are precisely the terms used by
the barbarians, Le. the non-Greeks, His primary point is that 'Artemis' and
'Athena' are Greek because these are the names under whieh the goddesses
are mentioned in the Orphie theologies. The presence of Hecate, she-of-the-
23 PT., V, 11, p. 39, 1-24.
24 PT., V, 14, p, 45, 11-12.
25 It is indeed an irony that the ｾ ｅ ｰ ｗ ｔ ｩ ｪ ｓ of the text can be rendered bath 'divisible'
and 'in-dividual' in English,
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distance, should not surprise us. As early as the fifth century B.e., and pre-
sumably earlier, 'Hecate' was already an epithet of Artemis26 and in the
Hellenistic era the assimilation between the two originally independent god-
desses was complete. The foreign people to whom Proclus refers are the
theurgists. 27 'Barbarians' is a technical term referring to the people who
received the divine revelation of the Chaldaean Oracles. Proclus was forced
to include Hecate in his divine hierarchy because of the predominant role she
played in the Chaldaean Oracles28 where she was - nota bene - the dispen-
ser of souls and virtues. 29 Remember that Marinus relates that proclus would
be happy to extinguish aIl books except for the Platonic Timaeus and the
said oracles. 3D
At first glance, it is not entirely clear in Proclus' exposition whether the
emanation of the trinity from the second life-generating monad, from the
Maiden par excellence, proceeds gradually through Artemis, Persephone and
Athena precisely in this successive order, or whether the ontologically ante-
rior and superior monad of the Maiden stands in more intimate relationship
with Persephone than with the other two goddesses. The question does not
emerge in Proclus' understanding of things. Both alternatives are, in a way,
correct. It is true that the intermediate member of each triad summarizes the
entire trinity by being the central and focal point of reference at which the
two extreme members meet. But it is equally true that the first member of a
trinity is the starting- (and, so to speak, stand- and vantage-) point from
which the other two depart in accordance with the well-known Neoplatonic
tripartite model of metaphysical motion: ｾ ｏ ｖ ｲ ｬ Ｌ lTp608os and ÈlTLŒTP0<Prl.
Artemis is the ｾ ｏ ｖ ｲ ｬ of the Maidenly Trinity and as such she is explicidy
endowed with the prerogative of providing beings with existential extremity
(the àKpoTCITT] ｾｯｶＶＮｳ supplies ÜlTUPÇLS), or, as we would say, with the most
fundamental of their being. The ethical and intellectuai perfection procured
by Athena at the other end of the trinity is, to be sure, not an Artemisian ope-
ration. Yet, it represents the final coming-back of accomplished perfection to
the immovable bosom of Artemisian activity, or else the nostos of a consum-
mately fulfilled being back to the womb which brought it forth. 31 If we now
recall that the trinity as a whole derives from the life-generating monadic
26 Cf AESCH., Suppl., 676.
27 Cf In Crat., p. 105, 26-27.
28 Cf fr. 30, 35, 50, 52, 221 des Places.
29 PSELLUS, in Chald. Or. p. 171 des Places.
30 Cf n. 11.
31 Cf P.T., VI, 11, p. 54, 8-15: Kat WOTTEp ｾ ISÀT] (woy6vos EV ÉauTD TTEplE1XE Tàs
TTTJyàs Tfjs TE apETfjs Kat Tfjs ljJuxi]s. WV Ｘｾ Kat 0 8T]fUoupyàs flETa8l8wol T<ji K6ofl41.
TEÀÉWS aÙTàv ｩｊｔｔｏｏｔｾｯ｡ｳＮ OUTW Ｘｾ Kat ｾ TWV flEPlOTWV TTâvTWV El8wv Ti]S (wijs
Ëxouoa ｾｖ TTpWTOUpyàv alTlav ËXEl Kat ｾｖ TWV ljJuxwv apXJ1V Kat ｾｖ TWV apETWV.
Kat 8là T01!TOU Ｘｾｔｔｏｕ Kat Tals flEplKa1S ljJuxa1s il avo86s Eon 8l' Ofl0l6TT]TOS Kat il
｡ｰｅｾ TTpàs 6EOUS Eon OflOl6TT]s.
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source called the Maiden, we can see that the extremity of existence that is
Artemis' gift is the extremity of existence of living beings32 (P.T., VI, 11, p. 52,
14-23):
D.flÀov yàp OTt Tfls oÀT]S Tpla80s TTpàs Éaun'tv livwllÉVTjs Tl Tf TTpWT(UTTj
Ilovàs Évw(ws TTfPlÉXfl ｔ ｾ ｖ Tp( TT]V Kat li Tp( TT] TTpàs ｔｾｖ TTpWTT]V
ÉTTÉUTpaTTTaL Kat li IlÉUT] 8WTdvouua l!Xfl n'tv 8VvalllV ÉTT' all</Jw. Tpf1S
yàp aVTaL (WoyoVlKat lloVa8fS Tl Tf"APTfllls Kat li IIfPUf</J6VT] Kat li
8ÉUTTolva ｾｉｬｗｖＧ A8Tjvâ. Kat li IlÈv émauT]S Tfls Tpla80S aKp6TTjS ｾ Kat ds
aun'tv ÉmUTpÉ</JEl n'tv Tp(TTjV, li 8È 8Vvallls (WOTTOlàs TWV OÀWV, li 8È voûs
8f1os Kat axpavTOS.
Since the whole triad is unified with itself [Le. fully integratedl, it is clear
that the first monad includes the third in a unified way and the third reverts
to the first and the middle extends its power to both. For these are the three
life-generating monads: Artemis, Persephone and Athena, our patron deity.
Artemis, who makes the third monad come back to her, is the extremity of
the entire trinity, Persephone is the vivifying power of units and Athena is the
divine and uncontaminated intellect.
The triad as the unfolded version of the monad represents the three time-
less moments of the principle of life. Along with the usual triple scheme of
manence, procession and reversion, the triple pattern of being, life and intel-
lect is operative here. Being, life and intellect first appear on the level of intel-
ligible gods. The order of their appearance is of great significance. Proclus
supports the hierarchical emergence of these three metaphysical principles
by means of two arguments, the one trivial, the other philosophical. The
trivial argument33 consists in the observation that aIl existing things partake
of being, whereas only sorne partake of life and still less of intellect. Being
precedes life, in other words, because there are things that do not live
(mineraIs, for instance); and life precedes intellect because there are living
beings that do not think (e.g. plants). The philosophical argument34 under-
32 The animating or life-providing role of Artemis is stated also by SALLUSTIUS, De DUs
et Munda, 6, 3 where a much less sophisticated system is at work.
33 P.T., III, 6, p. 22, 12 - 23, 10: aÀÀ' El voû flÉV Tà yvwaTLKà fl6vov flETÉXEL TWV
aVTwv, (wfjs 8É Kat /Jaa yvwaEws Œflolpa (Kat yàp Tà </>uTà MYOflEV (fjv), aVUYKT]
8TJTTOU n'IV Ｈ ｷ ｾ ｶ ÉTTÉKELVa TOÛ VOÛ TETUXeaL, TTÀEL6vwv alTlav ouuav Kat TTÀElOalV
ÉÀÀUflTTouaav Tàs a</> , ÉauTfjs 86aELS TOÛ VOÛ. Loo) El yàp Ｈ ｷ ｾ Tb TTPWTWS av, Kat
TaùTbv Tb (wij ElVaL Kat Tb aVTL ElVal , Kat ElS Myos a fl</>OL V, cÏTTav liv Tb (wfjs
flETÉXOV Kat TOÛ aVTOS flETElÀT]</>6s, Kat TTâv Tb TOÛ ElVaL ｦｬｅｔ｡￀｡ｾＶｶＬ Kat Tfjs (wfjs. El
yàp TaùTbv ÉKUTEPOV, TTUVTa liv 6rJ.OlWS TOÛ TE EIVaL flETÉXOl Kat TOÛ (fjv' aÀÀà Tà
flÉV (WVTa TTUVTa Kat oùalav i!XEL Kat Tb av, Tà 8É aVTa TToÀÀaxoû Kat (wfjs ÉaTLV
Œflolpa.
34 The philosophical argument is not stated by Proclus in the explicit form in which
it is presented here (which is in fact an Interpretation). However, it permeates his entire
philosophy preoccupied as it is with the interrelationships of being, Iife and intellect.
Chapters 6-28 of the third book of the P/atonic The%gy (III, p. 28-102) and the whole
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stands the triple order of being, life and intellect not with reference to inani-
mate, living and thinking things, but metaphysically somewhat as follows.
Being is the intrinsic constitution of a thing, what a thing is in itself, its
nature. Life is the power of a thing's nature, its potency to act, the might of
its existence. And intellect is the activity of a thing's power, the application of
its strength and the activation of its potential. Intellect is the power of a
nature when this power is in actual operation.35 For proclus being is always
determinate being. The tbat of existence unavoidably involves the wbat of
being. Existence involves quiddity. The existential 'is' always implies a certain
determinateness of being, or the copulative 'is'. To be is to be such-and-such.
To be is not to be something or other indiscriminately. To be is to have the
definite form of being so-and-so. Therefore, being is always determinate
being. The determination of determinate being is life. And the manifestation
of the determination of determinate being is intellect. Thus being, life and
intellect are present on all levels of reality besides the One, because every-
thing has a certain nature emanating the appropriate power and manifesting
itself in a particular activity. Life and intellect are already encapsulated in
being. But in being as such, life and intellect do not yet show themselves.
Hence, it is the dynamic, as opposed to the manifest, content of life and
intellect that is enclosed in being.36 Being is the unmanifested dynamism of
life and intellect. Being i8 the opaque dynamism of existence which enables
things to operate, Le. to live and act out their activities. In that light, the trivial
argument turns out to be not so trivial.
Artemis belongs to the worldly deities. She has a place, we saw it,in the
hypercosmic divine order together with Persephone and Athena. But this is
not the only place in the great chain of Being where Artemis can be found.
proclus assigns a second, and secondary, position, to Artemis on the hyper-
cosmic-and-encosmic plane in a trinity that includes Demeter and Hera too.
In this triad Artemis occupies the third position. Having explored the most
dignified of the two Artemisian positions first, as is congeniaI to Proclus' way
of thinking, we should now proceed to investigate the second. The details of
this assignment are again to be found in the Platonic Theology (VI, 22, p. 98,
3-13):
fourth book deal precisely with this problem. The basic triadic law of reality is revealed
in the very first triad of intelligible gods. But the three moments are so unifjed there that
they are not yet called 'being', 'life' and 'intellect', but 'limit', 'unlimited' and 'being'.
35 Cf the similar analysis by 1.]. ROSAN, The Philosophy ofProc/us: The Final Phase of
Ancient Thought, New York, 1949, p. 109 sq.
36 P.T., III, 9, p. 35, 11-17: Kat E1VaL TTaVTaXOÛ flÈV Tà Tp(a TaûTa, Ta ÔV, nlV Ｈ ｗ ｾ ｖ Ｌ
Tav VOÛV, TTPÛlTWS 8È Kat oùaLw8ws Èv Teil ÔVTL TTpoümlPXELv. ÈKEl yàp Kat l] oùa(a
Kat l] (Wl] Kat 6 VOÛS' Kat l] <flÈV> !addidi; lacunan signavint S-W] CtKp6TT)S TWV ÔVTWV,
l] 8È (WT] Ta flÉaov KÉVTPOV TOÛ ÔVTOS, vOTJnl (WT] ÀEYOflÉVTJ Kat ouaa, 6 8È voûs Ta
TTÉpas TOÛ ÔVTOS Kat [6] [seclusint S-WJ VOTJTas voûs.
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Tfjs Yf ｉｬｾｖ (WOYOVlKfjS [Sc. Tplâ80s] ÈçâpXEl IlÈv ｾ LÎ.TjIli)TT]P oÀTjV [oÀws
Portus] arrOYfVVWaa ｔｾｖ [rrûaav Portus] ÈyKoalllov (wi)v, Ti)V Tf vOfpàv
Kat ｾｖ ｴｪｊｖｘｬｋｾｖ Kat ｾｖ aXWplaTOV TOÛ aWllaTos" ｾ 8È "Hpa ｾｖ IlcaoTTjTa
auvÉXEl ｔｾｖ Tfjs tjJvxfjs arroyÉVVllalV rrpo'LIlÉVll (Kat yàp ｾ vOfpà efàs TWV
aÀÀwv tjJVXlKWV YfVWV aep' ÈavTfjs ｲｲｰｯｶｾ￢￀￀ｦｔｏ rrâaas Tàs rrpoo80vs), ｾ 8È
"ApTfllls Tà rrÉpas ÈKÀTjpWaaTO rrâvTaS Klvoûaa TOÙS pvalKOÙS À6yovS dS
ÈvÉpYElav Kat Tà aVTOTfÀÈS rus üÀns TfÀElOûaU' 8là Kat Aox(av ｡ ｖ ｔ ｾ ｖ ot
Tf efoÀ6YOl Kat 6 Èv BealTi)Ttp hWKpâTTjS KaÀoûalV WS pvalKi)s rrpoo8ov
Kat YfvvnafWS ËpopOV.
The life-generating triad begins with Demeter who engenders the entire
encosmic life, namely inteIlectual life, psychic life and the life that is insepa-
rable from bodYi Hera who brings forth the birth of soul occupies the cohe-
ring middle position (for the inteIlectual goddess outpours from herself aIl
the processions of the psychic kinds); finaIly, Artemis has been assigned to
the end of the trinity because she activates aIl the natural formative principles
and perfects the self-completeness of matter; it is for this reason, namely
because she supervises natural development and natural birth, that the theo-
logians and Socrates in the Tbeaetetus calI her Lochia.
Notice that here it is the formative principles of <PUUlS (Nature) that
Artemis mobilizes and the self-completeness of üÀT] (matter) that she
perfects. The goddess takes care of natural physique. Take also note that
she presides over natural coming-to-be. The birth (yÉV\IT]cns) and the proces-
sion (TTp6oBos) of this passage are each, at once, both natural generation,
bringing-into-being, and natural maturation, bringing-into-perfection.
Ta this second and secondary Artemis of the hypercosmic-and-encosmic
gods refers also the following passage. Commenting on the well-known
battle of the gods of the twenty-first book of the Iliad Proclus says (In
Remp.) l, p. 95, 2-7):
'H 8È TfjS "Hpas Kat TfjS' ApTÉIll80s [sc. aVT(ecalS] ｔｾｖ TWV ÈVTaÛea
tjJvXWV ÀOYlKWV il aÀ6ywv, XWplaTWV il axwp(aTWV, imfpepvwv il pvalKWV
rrap(aTTjaLV avn8w(pcalV, Tfjs IlÈv atT(as ovaTjS TWV aIlElVOVWV, :rfl.s..-.Q.t
Tà xclpw ÀOXfvOUŒUS Kat ds pWS rrpoayouŒUS.
The opposition of Hera and Artemis represents the bipartition of the
earthly souls, of which sorne are rational and sorne irrational, sorne separable
and sorne inseparable, sorne supranatural and sorne naturali Hera is the cause
of the better souls whereas Artemis delivers and brings ta light the less
worthy souls.
Instead of the omnipresent polarity between nature and culture that a
committed structuralist would find in the divine conflict, proclus sees in the
Homeric duel the symbolic presentation of two complementary principles of
generation. Notice the careful use of the ward aVTlBWLpEUlS: the term refers
ta a division (BWLpEalS) which is the opposite (avTO of a proper division in
that each divided part contains the undivided whole but displays the power
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of the whole in a partial, i.e. divided, way. The whole in question is most
clearly provided by the next passage from Proclus' commentary on the
Timaeus, l, p. 78, 27-79, 6:
'ElTd Kat aùTWV TWV 8EWV 6 8Elos"0flllPoS àvn8Éuns lTOLEl T4) flEV
IIounBwvL Tàv' AlT6ÀÀwva [ ... ] Tfj BE' ApTÉflLBL TT)v"Hpav àvnTuTTwv' BEL
yàp TT)V yÉVWLV 6pâv Kat EV àuwfluTOLS Kat EV u(Dflam Kat EV TÔLS
uuvall</>OTÉpOLS, Kat Tàv IlEV IIounBw Kat Tàv' AlToÀÀw BllllLOUPYOÙS
Tl8w8aL TllS OÀllS YEVÉUEWS, Tàv IlEV 6ÀLKWS, Tàv BE IlEpLKWS, TÎ)v BE "Hpav
Kat" ApTEflLV (WOYOVlas XopuyOUS, TÎ)v flEV ÀoyU<Î\S, TÎ)v BE cPuuuctjS.
For the divine Homer produces in his poetry conflicts even among the
gods themselves by setting Apollo against Poseidon [...] and Hera against
Artemis - for we must discern bringing-into-being both in incorporeal things
and in corporeal things as well as in mixed things; we should understand that
Poseidon and Apollo are the creators of the whole realm of genesis, the
former creating the world of becoming in an all-inclusive manner, the latter
dealing with parts; and we must see both Hera and Artemis as providers of
life-generation, the former on the rational level, the latter on the physical
level.
The aspect of reality which Artemis and Hera share, and because of
which they engage in a symbolic conflict, is the engendering of life. But
whereas Hera vivifies rational beings qua rational, Artemis animates natural
beings in general. The natural beings that Artemis brings to life succumb to
her power only insofar as they are physical bodies with a potential for life.
Artemis pertains to human nature to the extent that human nature is a physi-
cal thing. What human nature is above and beyond its being a physical thing
is, of course, for Proclus, not the cultural or historical dimension of human-
kind but their rationality and intellectuality. In Aristotelian terminology we
could say that Artemis provides "the first entelechy of a natural organic
body".37
In the same direction points a passage from the commentary on the
Republic. But this passage deals with the first, not the second, Artemis.
Referring to the very beginning of this Platonic dialogue where Socrates
describes how the previous day he and Glaucon went down to Piraeus in
order to fill their curiosity about, as weil as pay homage to, the newly-impor-
ted cult of the Thracian goddess Bendis, Proclus, in his usual allegorical style,
writes (In Remp.) l, p. 18, 9-19, 2):
"H OÙK lUWV WS Tà flEV BEVBlBw TT)V" ApTEIlLV 8EpalTEUnV KaTà Tàv
ElPÇLKWV v6flOV E8ÉÀn, Kat Tà èSvOlla TOÛTO ElpqKLOV 1Î BÉvBLS; [ ... ] Tà BE
ｉｉ｡ｶ｡Ｘｾｶ｡ｌ｡ Kat Taûm flLKpà ÀÉywv TÔLS BEVBLBlOLS ÉlTowva TT)V ,A81lvâv
ElXEV TfjS ÉOpTfjS lTp6</>auLv. OÙKOÛV dfl</>W IlEV lTalBES ÂLàs, dll</>w
lTap8ÉvoL, lTpoUKElu8w BE on Kat dfl</>W </>WU</>6POL, El Kat 1Î IlEV WS Els
37 Cf ARIST., De Anima, II, 1, 412b 4-6.
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epGls dyouaa TOÙS MavElS Myous Tfjs epûaEWS Èan epwaep6pos, T] 8È cDs Tà
vOEpàv àvâ7TTouaa epGls TaLS ljJuxaLs'
8aU ol ÈK K6pu86s TE Kat àa7TL8os àKâllaTov 7TÛp' [Hom., Il., V, 4]
Kat cDs àepmpoûaa n'W àXÀÛv, ｾｳ 7TapOÛaTJS OUX 6pfj. li ｬｪｊｵｸｾＬ TL llÈV Tà
8ELOV, TL 8È Tà àv8pW7TELOV. àllepoLV 8È TowûTas L8l6TTlTaS ÈxouaGlv 8fp\ov
cDs Ù UÈv YEvÉaEws Èanv 7Tpoanlns Kat ÀOXEunKÙ TWV YEVEalOupyGlv
Mywv, li 8È àvaywyàs ljJuxGlv Kat voû XOPTlyàs Kat ･ｰｰｯｾ｡ｅｷｳ àÀTl80ûs Kat
Èv TOLS oupavLOlS 8uvaaTEûouaa llEL(6vws, dvw8EV 8È TEÀEloûaa 7Tâaav
Ti)V aEÀTlvaLav 8WK6allTlatv.
Or do we not know that the Bendidia is a festival in honour of Artemis in
which the goddess is worshipped according to the custom of the people of
Thrace, and that 'Bendis' is a Thracian name? [.. .] The Panathenaic festival, on
the other hand, and especially the little Panethenaic to which Plato refers,
was a celebration in honour of Athena which followed the Bendidia in the
calendar. Both Artemis and Athena are daughters of Zeus, both are virgins,
and, let it be added, both are light-bearing deities, though there is a difference
between them in that the one is called phosphoras because she brings to light
the hidden formative principles of nature whereas the other because she
kindles the intellectual light of the souls:
"inextinguishable Eire was burning from her helmet and shield"
and because she does away with the fog by virtue which, when present,
the soul does not distinguish what is divine and what is human. As both of
them, then, have these properties it is evident that the one protects birth and
delivers the formative principles of generation, whereas the other elevates the
souls and bestows intellect and true wisdom on them and, while she is in fact
sovereign of the celestial plane, she perfects from above the whole of the
lunar order.
Artemis is compared and contrasted with both Athena and Hera. Her
comparison with Hera functions on the plane of hypercosmic-and-encosmic
deities and shows that Artemis deals with the most elementary forms of life
or the most elementary part of aIl life, whereas Hera operates in the most
elevated forms of life or the most elevated part of aIl life. Artemis' comparison
with Athena, on the other hand, functions on the higher plane of hyper-
cosmic gods and shows that Artemis brings to light the forms of life that lie
hidden in her (an allusion to the specifie kind of virginity that pertains to
her), whereas Athena embellishes the living things with the ornament of
intelligence: in her case, virginity is the dynamism of thinking. What charac-
terizes Artemis and distinguishes her form the other goddesses to whom she
is related is her natural and physical, as opposed to intellectual and spiritual,
prerogatives of power.
In view of the preceding analysis we can make sorne sense of a rather
long passage from the In Gratylum which summarizes, in a blurred way,
Proclus' position on Artemis. Proclus appears to be led astray by the etymo-
logical considerations of the Gratylus so that the picture that he presents
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here, as in the other passage from the same commentary, is at first sight
confused (In Crat.) p. 94, 16 - 95, 23):
TpELS Tainas (WOYOVlKàs lJ.ovâ8as É:epEÇfjS vûv 6 ｾｷｋｰ￢ｔｬｬｓ lTapa8(8wul,
n']v tol'jlJ.llTpa n']v"Hpav n']v TTEPUEep6VT]v, TT]V IJ.Èv 1J.1lTÉpa TOÛ 811lJ.loUPYOû
ÀEY0IJ.ÉVllV, TT]V 8È a8EÀepl'jv, TT]V 8È 8uyaTÉpa' lTâuas 8È KOlVWVOÙS TfjS
<SÀllS 811IJ.LOupy(as, n']v IJ.Èv É:Ç1JPllIJ.ÉVWS Kal. VOEPWS, n']v BÈ apXlKws Kal.
liYEIJ.0VlKWS, n']v 8È 1TTJya(ws <ÏlJ.a Kal. apXlKws. TOÛTWV 8È TWV 8EaLVWV li
TEÀEuTa(a Tpl1TÀàS naXEv 8uvâIJ.Els Kal. 8EWV lTEPlElÀllepE lJ.ovâ8as TpElS
alJ.Ep[uTWS Kal. É:vOEl8ws' lTpOuayopEÛETaL 8È K6Pll 8là n']v Ka8ap6TllTa Tfjs
oùalas Kal. TT]V dxpavTov É:v TalS dlTOYEVVl'jUEalV lilTEpoxl'jv. ËXEl 8È
lTPWTllV TE Kal. IJ.ÉUT]V Kal. TEÀEuTa(av liYElJ.ov(av, Kal. KaTà [lÈV UV aKp6-
TUTa É:aUTÔS"ApTE[llS KaÀELTal lTap" Opc/>El, KaTà 8È Tà IJ.ÉUOV KÉVTPOV
TTEpUEep6VT], KaTà 8È Tà lTÉpas Tfjs 8LaKOUIJ.l'jUEWS' A8T]vâ. Kal. KaTà [lÈV UV
VlTapçlV TÙV ÙlTEpavÉxouuav TWV dÀÀwv 8uvâ[lEWV TOÛ (WOYOVlKOÛ TOÛTOU
TpllTÀOÛ 8LaK6u[loU '(BPUTal TI rus' EKâms apxn, KaTà 8È n']v IJ.ÉUT]V 8ûva-
IJ.lV Kal. YEVVT]TlKT]V TWV <SÀWV li I/IUXlKij,. KaTà 8È n']v VOEpT]V É:lTLaTpOepT]V li
Tfjs 'ApETfjS. dvw IJ.ÈV OUV Kal. É:v TOlS ÙlTEPKOUlJ.(OlS li K6Pll TT]V Tpl1TÀfjV
TaÛTllV É:vOEl8ws lTpOTdVEl n']v TWV 8EWV 8LaK6ulJ.llUlV, Kal. IJ.ETà TOÛ tolàs
dlTOYEVVq Tàv TfjS IJ.EplUTfjS oùu(as dlJ.Ep[UTWS lTPOEaTllK6Ta tol6vuuov,
KâTW 8È IJ.ETà TOÛ TTÀOÛTWVOS KaTa Tà IJ.ÉUOV 8LaepEp6vTWS i8(wIJ.a
8EWPElTaL' TOÛTO yâp É:UTlV Kal. Tà lTpo'(àv lTavTaXoû Kal. TOlS É:UXâTOlS
XOPllyàv TfjS (wOlTOl(as. 8là Kat TTEpuEep6Vll KaÀElTal lJ.âÀLaTa T0
TTÀOÛTWVl uuvoûua Kal. IJ.ET' aÙToû 8LaKouIJ.oûua Ta TEÀEUTala TOÛ lTavT6s,
Kal. KaTà IJ.ÈV Tà dKpa lTap8Évos ELVaL ÀÉYETaL Kal. dxpaVTOS IJ.ÉVElV, KaTà
8È Tà IJ.ÉUOV (Eûyvuu8aL T41" Al81J Kal. uuvalToYEvvâv Tàs É:v TOlS ÙlTO-
X80V(OlS EÙIJ.Ev(8as. KaÀElTal IJ.ÈV OUV aVTll Kal. K6pll, Tp6lTOV 8' dÀÀovTfjs
ÙlTEPKOUlJ.(OU Kal. liYEIJ.OVlKfjS· li IJ.Èv yàp Évâs É:UTlV UUVEKTlKT] TWV TplWV
(WOYOVlKWV dpxwv, li 8È IJ.w6TllS É:v ÉauTfj Tàs i8l6TllTas Ëxouua TWV
èiKplùV' 8là Kal. Tà rus' EKâT1)S, Eh' ouv' Aenvâs, EVpOlS av É:v ru TTEPUE-
ｾｲｴｬ [lETà TOÛ m.OÛTWVOS, aÀÀà Tà IJ.ÈV dKpa KPUep(WS É:v aùTi;j, Ta 8È
Tfjs IJ.w6TllTos '(8LOV lTpoepa(vETaL Kal. Ta Tfjs apXlKfjs ljJuxfjs aepopLaTlK6v,
<SlTEp É:KEl IJ.ÈV DYE[lOVlKWS ｾｖＬ ÉVTaû8a 8È É:YKOU[l(WS.
Then Socrates mentions these three life-generating monads, Demeter, Hera
and Persephone of whom the first is said to be the mother of the demiurge,
the second his sister and the third his daughter; ail three share in the entire
creation, the first in a transcendental and intellectual way, the second as
origin and overseer and the third as source and origin at once. The last of
these goddesses possesses triple powers and contains three divine monads in
an undivided and unitary way; she is also called 'Maiden' ('Kore') because of
the impeccableness of her being and her immaculate excellence in giving
birth. She has first and middle and last authorities and with respect to her
extremity she is called 'Artemis' by Orpheus" with respect to the middle and
central part she is called 'Persephone', and, finally, with respect to the end of
the order she is called 'Athena'; over the existence that precedes the other
powers of this triple life-giving order stands the rule of Hecate, over the
middle power which is procreative of ail things stands the Psychic power and
over the intellectual reversion stands the power of Virtue. Up in the hyper-
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cosmic gods the Maiden unifyingly brings forward this triple order of deities,
and to Zeus she begets Dionysus who indivisibly presides over divisible crea-
tion; down with Pluto she is pre-eminently characterized by the middle pro-
perty: for this is what cornes out everywhere and what provides life to the
very ultimate things. For this reason she is particularly called 'Persephone'
when she is Pluto's wife and puts in order, together with him, the last things
of the universe. With respect to her extremes she is said to be virgin and to
remain uncontaminated, but with respect to her middle part she is said to
have intercourse with Hades and to give birth ｴ ｯ ｾ ｴ ｨ ･ subterranean
Eumenides. She too is called 'Maiden', but in a different sense from that of
the hypercosmic and sovereign deity. For the hypercosmic deity is a henad
that binds together the three life-generating principles, whereas the encosmic
'maiden' refers specifically to the middle part that has in itself the properties
of the ends. That is why you could find the name and properties of Hecate, or
of Athena, in the Persephone of Pluto, while the ends are hidden within her-
self, but she shows, as her specifie property, the middle part which. also
determines the principal soul. This middle part is present there sovereignly,
but here encosmically.
It would seem at first glance that the three life-generating monads consti-
tute the trinity of the hypercosmic-and-encosmic life-generating triad. But
this is not the case. The Demeter of this passage is not the Demeter of the
hypercosmic-and-encosmic plane. She is the Rhea of the intellectual gods
because her intervention in the vivifying process is not immediate but ope-
rates in a transcendental and intellectual way. Hera, by contrast, does func-
tion on the hypercosmic-and-encosmic level, since this is the only place in
which she can be found. Persephone, finally, (and, by implication, the
Artemis that she contains within herselD operates on two planes: the hyper-
cosmic and the encosmic. Proclus does not mention here the second Artemis
of the hypercosmic-and-encosmic gods. But he makes an allusion to the
presence of Artemis on the level of encosmic deities. To make sense of the
passage we have to assume that Proclus postulated the existence of a third
Artemis on the last plane of worldly divinities. Thus we can redress the loss
of the last book of his Platonic Theology where he would have elaborated
that view. It is certain that Proclus postulated on the encosmic level another
life-generating divine triad38 consisting of the same goddesses as those of
which the life-generating triad of the hypercosmic level consists. The basic
difference between the two triads is the role that Persephone plays in them.
On the hypercosmic level, the Maiden (Kore and, by implication, Perse-
phone) is a henad that binds together the three life-generating principles. She
38 Cf P.T., VI, 11, p. 50, 4-12: 8lTTfjS 8È OÜUllS TfjS KOplKfjS TâçEWS Kat TfjS [lÈV
ùrrÈp TOV K6u!J.ov rrpoq,mvo!J.É'VllS 1\8l Ｘｾ uuvTâTTnm Till ÂLt Kat !J.n' ÈKE(VOU TOV l!va
811[llOUPYOV Ùq,(UTllUl TWV [lEplUTWV, Tfjs 8È Èv Till K6u[ll;l 8EUTÉpas ou Ｘｾ Kat ùrro TOÛ
IlMTwvos aprrâ(w8m ÀÉynm Kat l/!uxoûv Tà i!uxaTa TOÛ rraVTOS WV à IlÀ01JTWV
ÈTTlTp6rrEuEv, à!J.q,oTÉpas à IlMTWv TEÀÉWS ÈÇÉq,llVE, TOTÈ !J.Èv 1il ￂｾ｛ｬｬｬｔｐｬ ｾｶ K6Pllv
uuvârrTwv, TOTÈ 8È Till IlÀOûTwvl, Kat uû(uyov àrroq,a(vwv Toû8E TOÛ 8EOÛ.
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is more of a virgin than a woman. On the encosmie level, by contrast, Perse-
phone contains within herself the properties of the other two goddesses.
Thus she is more of a prolifie woman than a virgin, the maidenly aspect being
included in, and subordinated to, her matrimonial nature. Fertility is con-
densed in dynamie virginity on the hypercosmie deities, but expanded into
actual motherhood on the encosmie level. As far as Artemis is concerned, it
seems that her two elements, the Artemisian and the Hecateie, are differently
distributed on the two levels. On the hypercosmic plane it is the Artemisian
element that is more pronounced in the first member of the life-generating
triad, whereas on the encosmie plane it is as Hecate that Artemis is contained
in Persephone. The difference between Greek (Le. Orphie) and barbarie (Le.
Chaldaean) terminology does not suffice to account for the partieularity of
this distribution. The encosmie Hecate is the lowest member of Artemisian
maidenly fertility and was presumably identified with the moon, the most
eminent fertility symbol of dark (crude and virginal) femininity to be found in
the sensible world.
The account of Proclus needs an interpretative effort if it is to become
somewhat meaningful. We need to weave together the various threads that
the diverse references to a specifie deity provide us with. The fragmentation
of a traditional divinity into distinct entities at different levels of the hierarchy
of being leaves us with a feeling of irrelevance and scholasticism. Sometimes,
as in the case of Zeus, the fragmentation leads to no less than five distinct
deities. 39 1 trust that the more one tries to see the reasons of this fragmenta-
tion the more one becomes convinced of the profundity of the enterprise. It
is worthwhile pointing out, however, that what is for Proclus a fragmentation
is for the modern historian of religion the independent development of local
deities that fuse into each other and lead, over the years, to the formation of
the major Homerie-Panhellenie gods. That myths and cuits devoted to one
deity have nothing but the name in common with myths and cuits devoted
to the 'same' deity in another place of Greece and that originally independent
deities were affected by religious syncretism is the modern way of expressing
a historieal situation of early Greece. Unity, however, is lost. Proclus accoun-
ted for divine divergence without sacrificing a deity's unity on the altar of his
or her diverse mythieal and cultie aspects. The Proclan fragmentation of the
traditional deities is his answer to the Platonie problem of unity-in-diversity
as applied to the popular religion of Greece.
Although proclus' understanding of Artemis evolved over the years and
reached its complicated maturity in the Platonic Theology it is evident that
the philosopher had grasped the nature of the goddess at an early stage of his
intellectual development. The basie thought is already present in the
Timaeus commentary, Proclus' first major work. This treatise whieh was
39 In Tim., III, p. 190, 19-26.
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completed. at the age of twenty eight, according to his biographer,40 displays
aIl the fundamental traits of Artemis which Proclus will later explore in more
sophisticated ways. To the modern mind, which is usually taken aback by
the labyrinthine, baroque structure of the most recherché thought of
Proclus' mature years, the following passage is pleasantly refreshing (In Tim.,
II, p. 146, 3-9):
Tov flÈv VOÛV àflÉpLaTOV oùalav TOÛ Âlovuaou KaÀEL [sc. IIÀ<1Twv], TO
8È YÔVlflOV aÙTOÛ TÙv UEplaTÙv aùTÙv lTEpt TO aW[la (wÙv cjJuauffiv ouaav
Kat am:PllûTwv oLanKÎ)v, ｾ ｖ Kat n'W"APTEfllV et>TJal TÙV lTÛanS lTp0EaTWaaV
ms Èv til cjJuaEl YEvvfJaEws Kat [lalEuOllÉV!]V TOÙS cjJualKOÙS MyouS avwSEV
8WTElVElV axpl TWV ÙlTOXSOVlWV, 8vvalloOaav aùTÛS TÙV YOVLlloV
8vvallLV.
Plato calls the intellect, when indivisible, the essence of Dionysus, whereas
the prolific aspect of intellect he calls the divisible life itself which is corpo-
real and physical and which brings forth seedsj this life he identifies with
Artemis who presides over natural generation, delivers the natural formative
principles and whose power extends from the high region down to the
underworld forces thus enhancing her generative potency.
The three Artemises, in Proclus' classificatory theology, are alllife-genera-
ting principles. The primary Artemis is the principle that provides the prime
existence of life in less than purely noetic simplicity. She occupies the first
position of the Maidenly trinity which is the position of manence and being.
Her prolific power is hidden in her virginity. The secondary Artemis is the
principle that provides the fulfilment of natural-physical life, as ｮ ｡ ｴ ｵ ｲ ｡ ｬ ｾ
physical life is seen from the perspective of intelligence. By mobilizing the
formative principles of natural life she activates them and brings them into
fruition. She occupies the third position of the lower vivifying trinity which is
the position of reversion and of intellect, which is to say: actuality and per-
fection - in this case: actuality and perfection of natural-physical life. The
third Artemis, commonly revered as Hecate and identified with the moon,
extends her divine influence as far below the earth as the underworld
powers. She is not only linked with, but actually contained in, the procrea-
tive motherhood of earthly Persephone and she presides over the potency
and perfection-ability of physical generation and natural coming-into-being.
To gain a fuller picture of Artemis in light of Proclus' whole divine hierar-
chy we should repeat that our goddess is subordinate to the prime source of
life. The prime source of life, be it called Demeter or Rhea, is a mother. The
first emergence of life per se is the Maiden. The maidenly trinity is also
subordinate to the creative triad of the first demiurges. At the first moment of
the first emergence of life itself the Artemisian character is revealed for the
first time. The first emergence of Artemis shows that the specifically Artemi-
40 MARINUS, Vita Proclt; 13, 329-330 Masullo.
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sian aspect of life per se stands where it stands because the being of life per
se precedes the power and the actuality of life. Life per se is aU the more
potent in Artemis because it is hidden in the first member of the maidenly
life-generating triad. The second life-generating triad is maternaI. In this
trinity Artemis occupies the third position because there she, as a tender and
caring mother, brings into fruition the formative principles of physieal life. On
the lower level of encosmic gods the specifieaUy Artemisian aspect is overta-
ken by the wildness of the most primitive natural life. The maidenly attribute
of fertility appears now as Hecate. Hecate and, by implication, the lowest
Artemis, archetypieaUy represent the feminine resistance to copulation whieh
is part of the abduction mythology of Persephone. The Hecateic and
Artemisian virginity of this last plane of deities relates to the strong aversion
to physieal (and sexual) subordination that characterizes the most elemen-
tary forms of natural life. Hecate, like Artemis, abhors sexual contact and is,
in this way, related to Persephone's rape fertility.
In weaving together the diverse threads of a divine account we must look
to the integrating principle that will set the loom in motion. In our çase this
not so hard to find. AU the quoted passages testify to the life-generating
character of Artemis. The last passage, in partieular, specifies the goddess'
meaning by spelling out the symbolic content of virginity. In the fabrie of
Artemis' presence the warp is the first Artemis and the woof is the second.
The third Artemis plays in this respect a secondary role since the moon-like
Hecateie traits override the strietly Artemisian characteristies. Artemisian
virginity is the hiddenness of the principle of life, which is ta say the
patent augmentation of vital energy that precedes the actual manifesta-
tion of life.
Artemis has to do with life. She is one of the principles of life. In partieu-
lar, she is the principle of the dynamism of life. Being a principle of life
Artemis is life. However, she is neither life as a state of being, nor life as statie
condition. She is, rather, life as power and as dynamie development. Artemis
as life is fertile. But her fertility is not patent fertility but occult dynamism of
generation. Uncontaminated and immaculate sexuality, whieh is to say
virginity, means unreduced and undiminished sexual potency. It means
enhanced fecundity. The latent fertility that Artemis bestows on the things to
whieh she acts as a cause is the potency of life. But this Artemisian élan vital
is not the generie principle of life. It is, rather, the principle of individual
forms or species of life.
AU gods are powers and aU gods have powers whieh manifest themselves
in the divine activities. The power and the activity proper to Artemis are the
power and the activity of natural-physieal generation. Artemis contains the
formative principles, the logoi, of naturallifè, and as such.she stands for the
generative dynamism of nature. In the broadest light of Artemisian life, life is
not the condition or mode of being of things alive alone, but the dynamism
that inheres in aU physieal things according to their kind. What is of special
interest here is that this understanding of the goddess does not stem from the
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romantie mind of a nineteenth-century scholar but derives from the culmina-
ting point of late pagan thought. The dynamism of nature that is Artemis
does not reside in the imagination of a modern antiquarian for whom the
strangest and weirdest aspects of antiquity represent the Other of his enligh-
tened existence, but conversely springs from a participant of ancient culture
for whom prayers and sacrifices to the pagan gods were still effective. The
imagination on whieh Artemis as dynamie power of natural generation draws
is the collective imagination of Hellenism before the withdrawal of the gods.
And the sophistieated account of the Proclan Artemis is the result of the ope-
ration of this shared and still enchanted world. What has been very pointedly
labeled Proclus' hylomorphism, as a peculiar kind of hylozooism, is fully at
work in this instance. 41 Whether we are ready to calI that kind of symbolic
thought philosophy depends on us andhinges upon our own apprehension
of what philosophy is.
Intermezzo
The confusion caused by encountering Artemis in aIl her mythieal and
cultie manifestations was already felt in ancient times. Plato for instance said
that she, a virgin with no experience of parturition, was assigned the task of
presiding over child-birth: aÀoxos oùŒa TI)V Àoxdav dÀT]XE.42 There is a
sense of ironieal alienation in the passage (intimated also by the peculiar
consonance of lamda and chi), because c1Àoxos means both 'wife' and
'childless'. Moreover, the midwives whom Socrates imitates43 are sterile
because they are past their prime, whereas Artemis, the divine prototype of
midwifery, is not sterile but simply celibate. Nevertheless, it is plain that, at
least in philosophie rationalism, the virginity of Artemis presented a problem
of incompatibility with her function as a child-birth deity, whieh called for
explanation.
Thecontrariety immanent in Artemis did not always present rational
problems, however. In poetie accounts, like the following Orphie fragment
preserved by Proclus, the incompatibility between virginity and parturition is
a miraculous sign of Artemis' divinity. Far from undermining it rather confirms
the power of the goddess:44
àTEÀi)S TE YUf1WV Kal. UlTElpOS Eouaa
lTaL8oyovou ÀOXlTlS lTuaTlS àvà lTElpaTa ÀUEl.
Inexperienced in marriage and unbound by wedlock
she yet dissolves the bonds of ail child-bearing labours.
41 TROUILLARD, op. cif. (n. 12), p. 69-89.
42 PLATa, Theaet., 149b.
43 Cf M. BURNYEAT, Socratic Midwifery, Platonic Inspiration, in BICS, 24 (1977), p. 7-
16.
44 01ph.lr. 187 Kern [= 137 Abel = In Crat., p. 106, 18-19].
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Like the Platonie quotation this passage also uses wordplay." ATTELpOS
means 'inexperienced' but it also means 'unlimited' and 'unbound'. The
second verse speaks of the painful bonds (TTdpaTa) preceding delivery. The
interpretation that springs immediately to mind is to construe the participle
of the first verse (Èoûua) as signifying concession: notwithstanding the fact. .. ,
aIthough... But unlike the Platonie quotation the wordplay with peira-peras
is not merely a pun. It conveys the profound meaning of Artemisian tension.
The virgin goddess is not inexperienced. She transcends matrimonial expe-
rience. She does not submit herself to wedlock. Her fertile power is unlimi-
ted. She attains to unbound fecundity because she has not reached the end
of matrimony (àTEÀT]S). And precisely because she stands outside marriage
and because her fertility is unlimited she can dissolve the bonds of pre-natal
night to help women in labour. The life-generating power of the virgin god-
dess resides in the womb and is hidden. It manifests itself in what precedes
the actual manifestation of life. Virginity is the occult dynamism of life ge-
neration. Rather than denoting opposition the participle of the first verse
signifies the reason of Artemis' being a childbirth goddess: it is precisely
because she has not consummated and consumed marriage and precisely
because she is not limited by the experience of wedlock that she can operate
in deliveries. "Negations, it seems to me", says Proclus (P.T., II, 5, p. 38, 18-
25), "have triple functions and ascribe to things one of the following three
properties: sometimes because they are the origins of affirmations they gene-
rate affirmations and lead them to completion; sometimes they are on a par
with affirmations in whieh case the affirmation is no more valuable than the
negation; and finally sometimes they have a lower nature than affirmations
and they are nothing but privations thereof". The negations of the Orphie
fragment would be interpreted by proclus as non-privative, that is to say as
the grounding of affirmations and, therefore, more valuable than them.
II. Artemis on Artemis
In the myths and cuits of Archaie and Classieal Greece Artemis displays
two ubiquitous characteristics which go to the core of her nature as crystalli-
zed in the pious minds of her worshippers: virginity implying not only chas-
tity but also independence, and wildness indieating unlimited sovereignty.
These two features meet in the notion of dynamism. The image that may
help us clarify the association of ideas that went under the presence of the
goddess is that of a river the natural flow of whose current is arrested by a
dam. What the dam performs is enhancing, not diminishing, the potential
energy, that is to say the natural dynamism, of the river. Such then is the
function of Artemis. Unlike the virginity of Hestia whieh is a sign of the purity
of fire, the Artemisian virginity is not asexual. The power of the goddess is
emphatieally manifested in childbirth and adolescence (and, occasionally, in
copulation) where the sexual element is partieularly pronounced. Her role at
these phases of life relates to maturation and completion (TEÀElWUlS) seen as
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the munificent effect of a divine power. But power can also be destructive.
Artemis as the Homeric killer of women, as the divinity that casts madness
and drives men crazy according ta local myths, and as the huntress of men
and wild beasts is the dark side of this same coin of natural dynamism.
The two notions that characterize our goddess are present in her mytho-
logical repertoire. At the beginning of his Hymn ta Artemis Callimachus
writes (5-22):
lTaLS hL KOUpl(ouua Tu8E lTpouÉELlTE yovfja' 5
«86s 1l0L lTapSEVlnv alwvLOv, dlTlTa, epuMUUELV,
Kat lToÀUWVUbllnV, '(va IllÎ 1l0L ＼ｉ＾ｏｌｾｯｓ É:Pl(D,
86s 8' LoùS Kat ｔＶｾ｡ (...] 9
'(v' dypw 8r]pla Kalvw. 12
(... ]
8às 8É 1l0L oüpm lTUVTa' lT6ÀLV 8É IlOL ｾｶｔｌｶ｡ VELIlOV 18
ｾｶｔｌｶ｡ ÀiJs' ulTapvàv yàp ch'" ApTEblLS dUTU KUTELULV'
OÜPWLV olKTjuw, lT6ÀWLV 8' É:1TLWCÇOllaL av8pwv 20
blOûvOV ch' 6cE:lUULV lm' <ü8lVWUL yuvaLKES
TELp6blEVaL KaÀÉwuL ｾｯｔｬｓＶｯｶＬ ... »
While she was stiIl a smaIl child she said to her father this:
"Give me, daddy, eternal virginity ta have,
and many-namedness, sa that Phoebus does not contest me;
give me arrows and bows [...J sa that l kill wild beasts. [...]
Give me aIl the mountains; and assign ta me whichever city
you choose; for it rarely happens that Artemis descends onto a city;
l shaIl dweIl on mountains, and l shaIl interfere with the cities of men
only when women, with the pangs of labour
stricken, caIl me for help.....
The scene is bath moving and comical, because the young goddess is tao
short ta be able ta reach the beard of her father in the received gesture of
supplication. Zeus, amused by the clumsiness of his daughter's movement
(which paraUels his laughter after Artemis' humiliation by Hera in the
Homeric batde of the gods), grants the favour at once. In the speech that
immediately foUows his gestural consent the father of gods glorifies the
young Artemis with more honours than she asked or would expect. 45 Please
note the attributes that the young Artemis requests: virginity, a multitude of
appellations (we shaU come back ta that) , weapons for hunting, mountains.
The goddess announces that she will not frequent human territories. Gnly
when pregnant women are in need of help will she descend ta mortal cities.
AlI attributes signify natural wildness. And it is in childbirth that the animality
and naturalness of the human animal is most clearly revealed.
45 CALLIM., Ad Art., 26-40.
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In similar spirit, a Lesbian poem, be it composed by Alcaeus or Sappho,46
has Artemis swear an oath of chastity before Zeus. The father of gods is
asked to grant the favour of never allowing her to become subdued to the
limb-dissolving power of Eros. Then Zeus consents. The restoration of the
fragmentary second-century A.D, papyrus cannot be definitive, but the
context makes it clear that the scene refers to Artemis and Zeus:47
"ApTElUS 8È 8Éwv] fiÉyuv OpKOV ciTr6fiwuE'
VT1 Tàv uàv KEcj>av]Mv aL mipSEvos guuOfiaL 5
èi8[1T]S, ololT6]Àwv 6pÉwv Kopûq>aLa' gm
8T]PEûOLU" èiYL Kat Tu]8E VEÛUOV ËfiUV XâplV.
ûls Eh" aÙTàp ËVEU]UE SÉwv fiUKâpwv lTâTTlP'
rrap8Évov 8' ￉ ￀ ｡ ｣ ｪ ＾ ｵ ｾ ｊ ｯ ￀ ｯ ｶ àYPOTÉpUV SÉOl
èiv8pWlTo( TE KUÀEL]UlV flTWVÛfiLOV fiÉya' 10
K"VaL ÀUUL[1ÉÀT]S] "EpoS où8âllU lTLÀVUTUl.
Artemis took the great oath of gods: "By your head may l remain an
untamed virgin hunting on the peaks of sheep-pasturing mountains. Please
grant me this favour". Thus she spoke. And then the father of blissful gods
nodded consent. Gods and men will caU the stag-striking virgin 'She-of-
Wilderness', a great epithet. The limb-dissolving Eros never approaches her.
If A stands for 'virginity' and B for 'wildness' the Lesbian poem follows
the pattern ABBA: virginity encloses and enguifs wildness. Not only are the
two traits of the goddess intimately linked, but in fact the one subsumes the
other. The reason is that the two attributes represent the same thing, namely
the dynamie fecundity of nature, the former in anthropomorphic symbolic
terms Cthe Maiden), the latter in the no less symbolic landscape images of
mountains and untilled land.
All Greek deities are polyonymous. But Artemis is more emphatieally so.
In his Hymn to Artemis Callimachus, as we saw, feh the need to stress that
point Cv. 8). Artemis asks for and receives TToÀuwvullLa. A survey of the cuhie
epitheta under whieh she was worshipped in different parts of the Greek
world would provide us with a scheme in whieh six domains of her exerting
influence couId be distinguished. Sometimes an epiklesis refers to the spe-
cifie locality of the cult. These epithets have here been omitted, except when
they transcend the confines of locality to characterize the goddess more
generally Ce.g. Alpheiaia). The second table at the end of the main text is not
46 Cf E, LOBEL and D,L. PAGE, A New Fragment ofAeolic Verse, in CQ, 2 (1952), p. 1-3;
M, TREU, Sappho, Munich, 19684 , p, 161 sq.; G.M, KIRKWOOD, Early Greek Monody, Ithaca,
1974, p. 145 sq.
47 ALCAEUS, fr, 304, col. i, 4-11 Lobel-Page, The tentative restoration printed here
cames from Lyrica Graeca Selecta (O,C.T,), ed. D,L, Page, p. 77, fr. 139,
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meant to be exhaustively comprehensive. But it is, 1 think, suggestive
enough48.
The six domains over which Artemis holds sway are also the domains in
which the goddess is pre-eminently manifested. And if there is a binding
notion cornmon in aU these distinct fields of divine presence, it should, 1
think, be found in natural dynamism. But if such is the case, there seems ta
be no particularly compelling reason ta privilege one of those six categories
at the expense of the remaining five. However, the faUacy of ungrounded
partiality has in fact been repeatedly committed, when now and again
Artemis is assumed to be most pertinently characterized as the Mistress of
AnimaIs or, more recently, as a rite-of-passage goddess. The damain of ani-
mal life, to be sure, may be a sphere of natural existence where dynamism is
most likely to find appropriate symbolic expression, and similarly with ado-
lescence and maturation. Yet attention ta the symbolic content of these
functions, once drawn, must be constantly kept in mind as revelatory of the
nature of the goddess.
Let us look more closely at the problem raised by the aforementioned
partiality. One aspect of the Artemisian 'many-namedness' is the fact that she
presided over wild beasts. In Homer already, she was caUed II6TVLQ 6r]pwv.
This admittedly important aspect of the goddess, however, has been dispro-
portionately emphasized in many modern accounts, to the point of giving the
impression that Artemis was originaUy concerned exclusively with animallife.
Only to the extent to which her position as Mistress of AnimaIs affected
human hunting and cattle-breeding, it is tacitly assumed, was she considered
to be a power worthy of religious respect. The overvaluation of the Mistress-
of-AnimaIs function of a deity who could be better described as Mistress of
Wildness, has been primarily due to two reasons. One is the iconographical
evidence which depicts a goddess surrounded by animaIs, or more frequently
in the middle of two wild beasts that form a heraldic pattern. Sorne of it goès
back to pre-history thus providing an uninterrupted iconographical motif
that is discernible in Minoan art and can be traced further back in time. Such
visual representations have usually been taken for what they appear and
consequently interpreted at face value. As a result, the symbolic message of
the animaIs has been unduly neglected. So far from conveying a symbolic
confirmation of the wide-ranging application of the power of the goddess, as
they should be, the wild beasts have been construed as the sole 'subjects'
that populate the kingdom of the goddess. The second reason for the
modern 'theriomania', intimately related to, or rather included in, the first, is
the Homeric reference to Artemis as Mistress of AnimaIs. While the battle of
the gods is raging on, Artemis reproaches her brother for not daring to face
Poseidon in a duel. The poet introduces her castigation with the following
48 For a more comprehensive picture see P. BRULÉ, Le langage des épiclèses dans le
polythéisme hellénique (l'exemple de quelques divinités féminines. Quelques pistes de
recherche, in Kernos, 11 (1998), p. 13-34, esp. 23 sq.
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words that focus on the wild potency of the goddess (Hom., Il., XXI, 470-
471):
Tàv 8È KaGLyl/1ÎTll JlelÀa VElKEaE, lT6TVW 6rjpwv,
"ApTEJlLS dypoTÉPll, Kat OVEl8ELOV </JelTO JlÛSOV.
Here archaeologists thought that they discovered the literary appellation
that could serve as a recurring caption for the illustrations of the numerous
Mistresses of AnimaIs in their books. Later, with the decipherment of the
Linear B script their initial intuition appeared to be supported by still earlier
literary evidence. But it is noteworthy that the other Mistresses [po-ti-ni-ja of
grain, of horses, of the labyrinth, or without qualification (= Athena?)] that
appear in the Mycenaean documents49 have been unreasonably denied ho-
nours equal to the Mistress of AnimaIs. They have been either completely
disregarded or forced to keep an inappropriately low profile. A third reason
can be evoked to account for the modern overvaluation under discussion,
but it is not of the same importance as the other two. Sociological explana-
tions have tried to relate the assumed omnipresent Mistress of AnimaIs to the
hunting activities of the prehistoric and historie communities. By doing so,
they have supported the view according to which the depicted goddess was
primarily or exclusively venerated as a divinity of the animal kingdom.
According to the insights provided by the Proclan treatment of the
goddess which seem to be confirmed by the ancient literary and iconogra-
phical evidence, Artemis was a Mistress of Wild Nature. These words grasp
the nature of her divine being. In 'mistress' virginity, independence, soverei-
gnty and power are all implied. In 'wild nature' wilderness, cruelty, harshness
and force are all connoted. What brings them together is natural dynamism.
The territory over which Artemis holds sway is unpredictable, and highly
uncontrollable at that. But it is lawful nonetheless. The lawfulness of the
unknown ways of nature is warranted by the operation of the Artemisian
power. What safeguards the outcome of natural processes like birth, growth
and puberty is the fact that Artemis not only supervises but actively controls
them. Natural regulation is the effect of Artemis' authoritative surveillance
and mastery. The agent of such regulation is a cause: Artemis is a goddess
because she is a cause. And she is the particular goddess that she is because
she is the particular cause that she is.
49 Cf M. VENTRIS,]. CHADWICK, Documents in Mycenaean Greek, Cambridge, 19732,
p. 289, 310, 311.
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III. The Pads School on Artemis
Going beyond the commonly accepted theory which sees Artemis as a
hunting goddess and a personification of wilderness, the Paris School, and
Jean-Pierre Vernant as its best representative,50 finally came to the conclusion
that Artemis is a divinity of the margins. Now and again their interpretations
depart from, and focus on, the border zones and the marginal places where
distinctions between opposites are blurred and the antithetical poles of
assumed polarities become less conspicuous51 :
The world of Artemis is not a completely wild space, representing a
radical otherness in relation to the cultivated land of the city territory. Rather,
it is a place of margins, border zones where what is 'other' becomes manifest
in the contacts made with it, where the wild and the civilized live side by
side, coming into opposition certainly, but mutually infiltrating one ano-
ther. 52 .
The discussion about wild space as the Other of civic life misses entirely
the symbolism of wildness. Ir is based on an erroneous and contradictory
application of the polarity between nature and culture. Up to a point the dis-
cussion is grounded in Artemis as 'nature' in its opposition to 'culture'. But
then the perspective changes and undercuts the foundations on which the
new theory is meant to be erected. The ascription of marginality to Artemis is
a petitio principii. The question can easily be raised: Since margins are by
definition borderlines, the border-space between two distinct entities, which
is the divinity of wildness - the divine alterity to the civilized space? For, in
the end, only the one extreme of the polarity is given in the Vernantian
scheme, and that is the public, civic space with its cults and gods in its
contact with an unnamed and unspecified Other. Although this Other
remains without divine protection, the contact made with it is assumed to be
50 'Vernant cum suis' would be a more fair description of the situation in the so-
called Paris School: cf e.g. P. ELLINGER, Le gypse et la boue 1: Sur les mythes de la guerre
d'anéantissement, in QUCC, 29 (978), p. 7-35: ID., S.V. Artémis, in Y. BONNEFOY (ed.),
Dictionnaire des Mythologies, Paris, 1981, p. 70-73: ID., Les ruses de guerre d'Artémis, in
RCGG, II, Naples, 1984 (Cahiers du Centre jean Bérard, 9), p. 51-67; ID., La légende natio-
nale phocidienne: Artémis, les situations extrêmes et les récits de guerre d'anéantis-
sement, Paris, 1993: F. FRONTISI-DuCROUX, Artémis boucolique, in RHR, 198 (981), p. 29-56:
E. LEPORE, Epiteti a divinità plurime: Artemide Laphria, in Lire les polytheismes 1. Les
grandes figures religieuses. Fonctionnement, pratique et symbolique dans l'antiquité,
Paris, 1986, p. 148-156.
51 1 deliberately draw references from several articles and books by Vernant in order
to show the recurrence and diffusion of these views..
52 ]._P. VERNANT and F. FRONTISI-DuCROUX, Features of the Mask in Ancient Greece, in
J.-P. VERNANT and P. VIDAL-NAQUET, Myth and Tragedy in Ancient Greece, New York, 1988
[Paris 1972, 1986], p. 189-206096-197).
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in need of a supervising deity of margins. However, nothing of the sort is at
stake according to the Paris School. For, as the following quotation will make
it c1ear, the whole discussion is about society where 'nature' is only an ideo-
logical construct.
La fonction d'Artémis serait-elle, comme on l'a supposé, d'écarter du
monde civilisé et agricole cela même qu'elle représente et qui appartient à
son domaine: terre sauvage et chasse ? Située là où les zones opposées se
recoupent et interfèrent, où leurs limites nettes s'effacent, elle semble plutôt
rappeler la fragilité des frontières et souligner, par l'incertitude même dont
elles sont marquées, la nécessité de les respecter strictement. 53
The question is rather badly put. n. presupposes the polarity between the
civilized and (agrOcultural, on the one hand, and the uncultivated and natu-
raI, on the other. Gnly within this context can the problem be raised as ta
where Artemis should be placed. But .the distinction between nature and
culture is foundational and esseritial for the Paris School understanding of
Greek culture and is engraved in its sociological approach to religion, The
reference to frontiers in the above quotation makes this abundantly c1ear. For
it is obvious that the frontiers of this quotation are social frontiers. They are
unstable, hence ambiguo.us. To respect them is a social imperative drawing
on the interests of the ruling c1ass. A deity is assigned to social borderlines in
order to punish prospective transgressors. Artemis is conceived as security
force and law enforcement agency, She reminds people of their limits and
she polices the proper functioning of society. Nature has no intrinsic Hmits,
The limits imposed on her are man-made devised for particular social pur-
poses. A conception of nature amounts to a reflection of the social order that
sustains this particular conception. n is c1ear that this view subscribes to the
enlightened humanistic stance and relates more to the modern disenchanted
world than to the ancient perceptions of reality. Another quotation will
better illustrate the point:
[ArtemisJ is agratera (rustic), but she is also limnatis, associated with
swamps and lagoons, She has her place on the shores of the sea, in the coas-
tal zone where the lines between earth and water are not dearly defined. She
can aisa be found in the interior regions where an overflowing river or
stagnant waters create a space that is neither entirely dry nor yet altogether
aquatic and where ail culture seems precarious and perilous.54
Here culture is the main concern, 'Culture' stands for 'agriculture' and, by
implication, for the social reality which agriculture sustains. Artemis presides
over marginal places in order to control soGialliminality. If the goddess repre-
sents anything she represents social anxiety. If she symbolizes anything she
53 ]._p, VERNANT, Figures, idoles, masques, Paris, 1990, p. 143 (my emphasis),
54 ]._p, VERNANT, Mortals and Immortals: Collected Essays, ed. F. Zeitlin, Princeton,
1991 p. 197,
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symbolizes an aspect of society, namely the aspect that regulates integration
of new members into the social nexus. She is part of the totem which society
erects, sanctifies and adorns by the name of divinity.
That Artemis was usuaIly worshipped near swamps and lagoons is
correct. However, it should be subject to a different interpretation. According
to Greek symbolic thinking, water indicates, in actual fact, the fertility
manifested in moisture. 55 Thales who believed that water is the primaI sub-
stance out of which aIl beings had been generated was the first refIective
thinker to give a philosophical articulation of a commonly-held ancient be-
lief. According to a Stoic interpretation, even the primordial Hesiodic Chaos
was meant to signify an aboriginal liquid substance or water56, and the Ho-
meric Tethys and Oceanos were the progenitors of aIl beings.57 Several Arte-
misian sanctuaries and many Dionysian shrines were indeed founded near
lakes and rivers58 but the various mythological legends which indicate the
intrinsic relationship of Artemis and Dionysus with the waterly element and
with moisture were taken, in ancient times, to refer to the generative power
immanent in water. 59
Marginality presupposes andresults in ambiguity. Marginality is ambi-
guous because it lacks ontological determination. By being ambiguous margi-
naliry also lacks divine supervision. For aIl deities are ontological boundaries.
They are the archetypallimits of being.
(In)Conc1usive Remarks
It would be possibly fair to say that any historical era, once it has attained
to a sufficient degree of inteIlectual self-consciousness, develops the socio-
logy of religion that it deserves, were it not for thé fact that the sociology of
religion is a religion of the modernist era. Until the dawn of the critical spirit
manifested in the Age of Reason,the study of religion in the West had been
traditionaIly assigned to theology which was supposed to be the culmination
of the philosophical aspirations of mankind. Philosophy as ancilla theo-
logiae was preparatory for the proper treatment of the divine designated for
and required by the theologians. The subject-matter of the study of religion
was assumed to be an existing reality of (or transcending) the world, an
assumption which originated with sorne Christian apologists who in their
55 For the association of Artemis with marshy places, rivers and lakes, see Table II.
56 SVP, l, 103 v. Arnim; cf G. DI GREGORIO, Scholia Vetera in Hesiodi Theogoniam,
Milan, 1975 p. 22-24; PLUT., Aqua an 19nis utilior, 1 (= Mor., 955e).
57 HOM., Il., XIV, 201.
58 Cf THuc., II, 15; ARISTOPH., Ran., 216-217 cum schol. ad loc.; STRABO, VIII, 5, 1;
HESYCH., S.V. Al[lvm.
59 Cf W. OTTO, Dionysus: Myth and Cult, Dallas, 1981, p. 160-170.
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polemic against paganism, treated the ancient gods as fallen angels, not as
fictitious figments of human imagination.
With the emergence of the Enlightenment the misty concepts that
obfuscated, it was believed, the mediaeval mind were forcefully ousted, and
the study of religion assumed its characteristically modern stance. Man was
placed at the centre of the enquiries concerning the religious phenomenon in
aIl its manifestations, and the study of religion became one branch of the by
now victorious humanistic studies. Human agency was for the first time
arising in people's consciousness as the sole factor that determines history, a
view that led to the historicism of the nineteenth century. By that time
philosophy had been fully emancipated from the doctrinal authority of the
church. As a consequence of the liberation, religion - being by then only
peripheral to the concerns of philosophy - was given over to historiography
conceived as a holistic study of man's deeds and thoughts.
It was not until the beginning of the twentieth century that the collective
and social aspects of human life could be solidified as the determining
factors of the historical process and sociology, hence, emerge as an autono-
mous discipline. By and large, the study of religion in the twentieth century
has been dominated by the valuable insights of Durkheim and Weber, and
more recently of Lévi-Strauss. The efforts of a psychoanalytic branch to
interpret religion in a more philosophical fashion, quite apart from the social
framework of meaning, did not have, in general, much impact on academic
communities. These efforts exerted still less influence on English-speaking
scholars who have always shown a proclivity towards more empirical
approaches. The post-structuralist schools of deconstruction, however, have
shown more vehemently and more successfully than previous similar
attempts had done, that even the most self-evident truths and the most
unquestioned modes of classifying reality, be it natural or historical, are in the
end culturally determined. At the close of the twentieth century the students
of religion are constantly faced with the dilemma as to whether they should
follow the established sociological-historical options of investigation or else
take advantage of the controversy about the soundness of the commonly
employed scholarly methods and experiment with new approaches instead.
In the modern world the study of religion from theological became socio-
logical through the intermediary step of what couId be called philosophical
anthropology. But the sociological foundations being already shaken by
more radical approaches which transcend the social aspect in favour of the
all-embracing cultural determination leave once again empty space for explo-
ration.
According to the etymology of the word 'allegory' which reflects the
pregnant moment of the original conception of the concept, to grasp an
allegory means to provide an authentic interpretation of a (poetic) text. For
the author of the original text, to speak allegorically is to speak metaphori-
cally with a view to convey a meaning that couId equally weIl be conveyed in
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other ways too. The difference between the allegorical and the non-
allegorical is, on this ancient view, not substantial but only nominal. The
same content is supposed to be expressed through different words and
linguistic utterances in different manners. But the content nonetheless
remains the same. Ancient allegory refers to the 'hidden meanings' (im6vOLaL),
to what the poet means when he speaks. Speech always attains only an
approximation to the reality to which it refers. Therefore it needs interpre-
tation, which is to say allegory, if it is to become clear about the nature of the
reality that it intends to communicate, Moreover, once the clarity of the initial
utterance has been obscured, allegory becomes indispensable. The same
relation holds between the non-allegorical and the allegorical as between a
text and any of its genuine interpretations. It is a relation based on the
common ground of the identity of meaning.
Every and any interpretation is an allegory of the explanandum.60 Proclus'
allegorical reading of Artemis is theological. His interpretation is grounded in
the divinity, which is to say the honourable nature, of the. goddess as a
principle constitutive of reality. Vernant's allegorical reading is sociological.
His interpretation is based on the assumed polarity between nature and
culture along the axis of which Artemis occupies the marginal position
between the two extremes, as defined by the social structure and the ideo"
logy which sustains it: outside that social reality Artemis is reduced to a non-
entity because she is essentially a Durkheimian totem in which society sees,
reinforces and reveres its own structure. Proclus' theological allegory can be
interpreted, which is to say allegorized, in such a way as to be rendered once
again intelligible, hence relevant. The interpretation which has been propo-
sed in this paper sees Proclus' theological allegory as a highly sophisticated
kind of natural allegory.
The anonymous author of the Prolegomena to the Platonic Philosophy
relates a dream that Plato allegedly had shortly before his death: he was
represented as a swan that gave a very hard time to hunters who could not
actually catch him (1, 37-49 Westerink-Trouillard). When Simmias, a disciple
of Socrates, heard of the dream he interpreted it in the following way:
(.. ,) he said that ail men will try to understand Plato's thought but no one
will manage to do so. Instead, each interpreter will put forward an explana-
tion according to what seems to him to hold true by choosing a theological, a
physiological or any other interpretation of similar kind. Homer and Plato
have this predicament in common.
What applies to Plato and Homer a fortiori applies to the ancient gods.
The proposed interpretation of Artemis assumes that the two explicitly men-
tioned allegorical kinds of the anonymous author belong together: theology
60 Cf N. FRYE, S.V. Allegory, in A. PREMINGER (ed,), The Princeton Encyclopedia of
Poetry and Poetics, Princeton, 1965, p. 12-15.
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is physiology in disguise or, which is the same, physiology is theology in
disguise. "The mode of mythology", says Proclus (PT., 1,4, p. 21.7-12), "is an
ancient mode of exposition that indicates the divine things by means of
allusions; it sheds many veils on truth and displays images of nature which
(nature) produces perceptible, material and divisible replicas of intelligible,
immaterial and indivisible things and which creates images and copies of true
things." The divine myths are founded on the contemplation of nature and
give rise to the discourse on the divine. Theomythy, if 1 am allowed to use
that term, is intimately connected with, and leads to, theology because both
theomythy and theology are based on an understanding of the nature of
things. One could think of that kind of interpretation of ancient religion as
an application of what 1 would like to caU 'historical theology'.
Spyridon RANGos
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The Trinitarian Theology of Proc1us
B. The Transcendent Gods
(0 Intelligible (3 triads) - the level of being
(iO Intelligible-and-Intellectual (3 triads) - the level of life
(iiO Intellectual Cl hebdomad = 2 triads + 1 monad) - the level of intellect
(a) PaternaI triad: intellectuaI being, or pure intellect (Cronus)
intellectuaI life (Rhea-Demeter)
intellectuaI intellect, or creative intellect (Zeus)
(b) Immaculate triad: Kouretes
(c) Separative monad: the castration of Ouranus
C. The Worldly Gods
(i) Hypercosmic
(a) PaternaI and Creative triad: Zeus, Poseidon, Pluto
(b) Life-generating triad (Kore): ARTEMISl, Persephone, Athena
(c) Reverting triad (Apollo)
(d) Immaculate triad (Korybantes)
(H) Hypercosmic-and-Encosmic
(a) Creative triad: Zeus, Poseidon, Hephaestus
(b) Protective triad: Hestia, Athena, Ares
(c) Life-generating triad: Demeter, Hera, ARTEMIS2
(d) Elevating triad: Hermes, Aphrodite, Apollo
(Hi) Encosmic
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